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Reality of a Spiritual Kind

As the three hundred and sixty degrees of life goes, he had a revelation in his life, he really didn’t know what to call it at the time. All he knew for sure is that it was real. This had been a dilemma in his life, trying to put this situation into perspective.

As he walked the streets of Los Angeles, not wanting to be there, he had promised himself twenty years before that he would never again live in this city. As the rain jumped up off the road, he was looking for this alcohol and drug program, that was doing their itinerary a little differently – using the Bible to take all the Bad away. He decided to take a break from the streets and get some rest; they had serious prayer sessions three times a day, one hour each sitting. The food was good so he stayed in the program to clean up and work the poison out of his body. He had been there about sixty days when

"The Reality of a Spiritual Kind"
Crashed like the revelation of
being in a storm, at sea he was filled
with a new power, for that early morning
prayer, as he expressed his feelings
to his God
challenging Satan in every way
his knees were sunk in a thick green pillow, resting his head on his hands
in the seat of a smooth strong dark wood chair that didn’t make, all them creaking noises during prayer, he was hearing other people come in and start praying, some to themselves, some out loud the room was vibrating that morning
and then he was gone
he could see himself suspended in midair, not moving. He felt like he was caught in a spiders’ web, and couldn’t move, and there was nothing to touch, his arms were over his head, his legs were spread apart his fingers the same.
He was looking at his back, from another place he felt lonely, and helpless for his naked body, out there in nowhere.
there were no stars, but it wasn't dark
or light out there, then he was back
inside, his head looking out, trying to see
but his eyes wouldn't open
he was seeing with his mind's eye
on the inside of his head.
He couldn't see over the top
and the bottom, spread into nothingness
and everything, he was seeing on the
inside of his head
that spread across his whole vision
there was a flash and he got a look
the two nostrils appeared, he was inside
the nostril tucked in by the split
of the nose. He felt he was being
pulled out, like an unwanted hair in
the nose, observed the breath was
up on him, all around him
and he was scared for his life.
It was so big he couldn't see
the voice threatening 'Quit',
said 'I'll kill you'
he had no memory of when
he left the prayer room or when he
stopped up against the wall, in the hallway
scared and eyes full of tears. Some
kitchen workers stopped and ask if he
was alright, and that prayer time was
not over. God never had he been
taken from or to Reality like that.

He was nowhere near a Biblical
prophet, or did he believe in or practice
in any kind of Black magic.
Reality was what he knew and believed in.
His mother made sure that he knew
Who God was every Sunday.
He gave his Easter speeches and attended
all the services that came afterwards.
This went on until he was old enough to rebel.
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He would have much rather been hunting fishing or fighting, he was way too wild to be setting up in church.

Time was the body of this existence of life. Peoples' minds were filled to overflowing with the wealth of information. It was moving through the world consuming all information that was shared. Nation after nation was collected. The World Wide Web was the King, with the conclusion looking a long way off. It remains to be seen, about this one of the collective bodies of the internet. There will be no Quarter left, in the way a person lives, and acts about the internet, or anything that concerns it. Without it their lives would be very hard. Now is their opportunity to do their best work for electronics life-saving system.

The faster the little boy ran around and around that little country church house, playing race with his friend, the shorter his time became and the further away from his life's goal he became, without even knowing it. Being a baby boy at the time, he didn't know he was covered, like the old Saber Tooth Tiger.

Saber Tooth
They say you are extinct
The great, Saber tooth Tiger
To possess, your ability
In the form, of poetry
Would be
To touch, this existence
With knowledge, of
time gone by,
Now boundaries,
time or space,
Riding on the, wings
Of the, wind
Floating on, Sunbeams
Forever stalking
Your the first, smell
Of the firstborn's, breath
Complete poetry,
Keep stalking this, Existence
Of mine,
Whatever is, your
Saber tooth.
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For some strange reason, this night unknown had been thinking about his earlier past, when he was a kid, that first dream that he remembered. In all his years he had never forgot it, that dream. As he also checked through his mind of his daily activities trying to put his life's puzzles together in his head, as he nodded off into sleep.

Now look here, there was exterior her bloodline was one of the keys, which had been passed down since the first of time waiting dormant till now the

INTERLOCK

Genocide we see, Your
the watching arms of, twilight
that set the post, of time
interlocked, with the people
of the world,
Stop the killing.
The watchful, arms of twilight
is a time, for healing souls
that's, real time
Predestined life, is
the color, of your skin
let, your soul wrap, around
the wounds, of the world
don't be, A Mystery, Focus
With your soul, to breath
don't be, like two parallel
lines, running out into, space
Never touching.
But come together, in A
Stronghold as one,
with the beauty, of things
that coat, the heart
from deep within, stay
interlocked, with the
Watching arms, of twilight.

Exteriors eyes had even been catching her attention, forever changing, but more than usual lately. Ever since she was a little girl, they demand a consideration that a
persons mind ran from, and then searched for an explanation for that action, her pupils they looked as if they were sliced up like a pie, they showed every color that you think you had seen and more, she held your attention without saying a word, you heard her loud and clear it was no in between, you loved her or was scared as hell that something might go wrong if you didn't engage her. She was a lady no doubt about that, with a twist this way or that, anybody's sex symbol. She possessed that effect on people. She had that extrasensory perception feeling on the senses that she came from another existence what chambers of the heart, our senses of the mind could deduce the feelings of previous experiences, she could. As she walked down the hallways of the university of Berkeley. This had been a good training ground for Exterior. The frequency of her attention was pulsating in her head, toward the bulletin board, she went right to the flyer about a muscular dystrophy convention. For some reason in particular she felt she had to attend this event. She laughed at herself about the premonition in her head; it was like she had been there before. This was even strange to her, she knew she was the number one computer geek in the world, her fingers were guided by her heart first, then her mind. They ran as close as love and hate, well Euphrates had a special kind of muscular dystrophy characterized all by its, self the doctors didn't know anything about it. It was like California's Central Valley's fog. Its notris for being here and there, patchie then all of
It will be zero visibility that's when you have to know your way and the distance by heart, walking our driving if you're alone, just stop. Euphrates mind was as clear as a bell. This day as his old man pushed down Hiway 99 moving toward the Bay Area crawling along, thank God for tail lights. He could barely see to drive. Euphrates was at his best, feeling good. He thought about his dog, moan wishing he could of brought him. Euphrates new moon before he was born. Euphrates father and mother's place lay at the foot hills of the Sierra Nevada mountains, on a clear day, he would be sitting out on the porch letting the sun wake him up. They had a stray mixed germ sheperd, that Euphrates mother had taken a liking to, and was nurseing back to health, she was a friendly dog with a good demeanor. She was just laying there enjoying the sun too. Then her ears went up, and then she was up, tail wagging looking around, and there he came through the trees this young long legged, black and tan coon hound dog, coming along with a mind, full of mission she broke for him, and they ran off into a grove of old oak trees, Euphrates never seen him again. As the stray germ sheperd gained a speical place in his mother's
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And then the puppies were born, all ten of them, they were happy puppies, they all looked like their mothers breed, German shepherd. It took about thirty days or so, before they started backing good and acting things out. We couldn't raise them all, and they were growing so fast, Euphrates wanted to keep one of the puppies. As he was watching them play, he couldn't make up his mind which one, would he keep. They were playing with each other fighting and barking. That's one of the reasons Euphrates chose him, because he was hauling now, like his daddy's breed, talking to the moon, Euphrates would keep him that one, and name him moon. Euphrates had a living love for animals, and it was more than tantalizing, to the mind, he really loved this dog, and felt he would be able to understand him. It had been along ride to northea, Calif, but riding in the fog, today he felt a new power, that he had never felt before, a new means of communicating. That was not of this world, are time...

The scilloncone valley people were in full force this day. At the convention showing all these new and ever changing works every booth had something new and exciting, to show and sale every kind of electronics, that were new and improved to the market. This was there special place to show and tale without alot of suspiion. It was across the street from the muscular dystrophy events, A track field, on a nice...
size lot, with a big building in the middle of a parking lot, off to the side, behind that was a hotel with plenty of rooms, tucked deep in the corner. There was a lot of traffic, because there were all kinds of organizations, there interested in marketing to make their companies bigger, faster, better. The place was full to the brim, with a mixture of all kinds of people—new trades, old industries branching out from the government. All looking for that new building, block to grow their business.

Now Euphrates. Father might as well have been one of the last of these breeds. He was filled with the presence of the sixties and seventies. His soul drew water from both sides, of the well in harmony because he was raised by his uncle, a vet. So naturally it was passed on down to Euphrates he knew about both sides of the old songs like: Here comes old flat top. To Sitting on the Dock of the Bay. And really, what's going on, people were always asking, his father, how old he was. His son Euphrates ment the world to him and his wife, they thought he didn't understand, and all the stories they had told him, he heard and remembered them. Euphrates and his love also, had been set to pay the price.

To time, and face the reality of a spiritual kind, he represented another key to the new world.
Now Exterior didn't know this internet Convention was right across the street from the muscular dystrophy event, that she seen on the bulletin board in the hallway at school. She thought she would park in the internet company's parking lot, so she could make a quick run through and see the good stuff, she thought she might as well check and see if any of her Ideas had been invented, or even if they were close to manufacturing anything, that was in the ballpark, of any of her Ideas. Things were always changing, this was a very interesting vitriol of people, at this convention.

The sway of her hips, caught the eye of a very successful looking, Wall Street type suited down the game was on. Exterior didn't know why but she let him in, and told him she was just finishing up at Berkeley and going into her own start up, computer business. CC introduced himself and let it be known that he was in the periscopic medal Industry, with mouth watering anticipation, if he could only get to know this woman.

The cast had been thrown out, an excepted as a means to a need, that might present itself in the future, A street name for this game or theory is called, long range, con. It could be very equal, if the right opportunity, our person presented itself, in the future, it could be used to her advantage, so she...

---
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let cc push a little closer, to read the story in her eyes. As he tried to come to a conclusion about this beauty, there just might be a thing called love; he thought and she was open for a quick conversation, with this man. World markets and serious medals, were always on her mind. But right now she was being pulled somewhere, elsewhere. She knew, so she gave him her number, and a look of hope in her eyes, of a future engagement, as she pushed away through the crowd, to get across the street, to the track field. It was on her mind. It was a glorious event, ribbons blowing in the wind, bloons all around, smiles on peoples' faces, there were people there that had to have the training, dogs, for different kinds of reasons. It was buzzing on the track field, awards were being announced and given to the contestants, all of them, there was laughing, crying, yelling, all going on.

As Exterior found her a seat in the stands, down in the front second row of seats behind the wheel chairs, and started trying to figure out why she was there.

Now for Euphrates. It had been a long, but good ride for him. He was thinking clearer than he had in a long time, feeling good as he powered up the ramp to the bleachers. His mother and father
In touch, close behind to help if need be. As he turned into the bottom row of seats, there was still room left for them, around the action, they had just finished clearing the track getting, ready to start.

A four man relay race, but one of them was a girl, yes it was, as they moved around the track to there running order.

Then he turned his head, and looked back, and seen this woman, Euphrates seen this woman, But he never heard the gun to start the race, he was locked in her eyes, as his mother shook him back to reality. His mother being so close to him, new that this woman, had somekind of strong effect on her son, it was good for him. So she ask her what was her name, she said Exterior, and Euphrates started trying to talk to her, his speech had, always been bad, along with the movement of his muscles, but his mind was as clear as he wanted it to be, sometimes to clear, because he thought, that his mother and father, thought he was limited, in the things he could do, and the way he felt, and that hurt him, He would have to show them, the things he could do, with his mind, But he had just been swept over by a power that held, him still and touched, him to the bone. He knew that nothing would ever be the same, As his mother and father stood there, not knowing what to say.

Exterior picked up the conversation, because she knew there was something Special about this young man.
man, in the wheel chair, so she ask his mother what was his name, and his mother told her Euphrates Exterior said that is a very good name. I wish I could talk to him, I can almost hear his mind talking where are you from, were from the foot hills of the central valley, we come up here so our son, could enjoy this muscular dystrophy convention, and the smile on Euphrates face said the word to her Exterior told them that, she lives here in Berkeley and is attending the university of Berkeley and she would be graduating real soon, she had her academic major in sociology and technology. Euphrates father cut in saying that, there's a lot of them people across the street, Exterior said yes there is a lot of the technology Industry over there, but much more than that, from my quick observation, the walk of life is over there, Is Euphrates computer illiterate if so, there are all kinds of, new inventions over there, for the like of conversation, they have something over there for everybody. That's my major and I have brand new ideals, that have never been tried. Euphrates mother cut in again, and said what are you trying to say baby girl, Exterior said that there might be something over there, that's new, That he might be able to use, to communicate with people faster. Euphrates was shaking his head.
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head up and down, he was pleased...how the conversation was going. Pointing across the street, to the convention, this was an unexpected thrill for the old man. That his boy was attracting a smart beauty like this, he was enjoying this, he tried to try, and restrain his wife by putting his hand on her shoulder, as they moved down the...Ike, trying to get across the street as fast as possible.

yes the place was something special, yea the walk of life was in here, all the kinds of people, as they stopped at the first demonstration booth, the handheld wireless computer, with modern capabilities was...continuing to grow and change, in the new technologies, the internet was being accessed from any location, this would be a great starting tool for Euphrates.

unknown was just waking up laying there thinking he was recalling the dream, that first dream, that he never forgot. The dream was the first time he could recall, God's hand touching in his life. But didn't realize it at the time, he was very young, and upset at the time, about life. Because he had just learned that there was prejudice in the world, as he hid behind the 100 pound croker sack bag almost half way full of raisins clutching a hand full, that he had snuck out the house to get before, he went to bed. He didn't understand why anyone would hate

Gary O. Jones
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His family, he didn't hate no one, and his mama was always saying, 'Ant nobody better than you, and yo' ant better than nobody eals, we all the same in Gods eyes.'

That old governor wouldn't let my family work, are have any jobs, that's why we were hungry, that stuff was just not right. So unknown said to his brothers, 'Can I go with y'all, to get some food.' My father said, 'What the hell you doing out the house, get your ass back in the house and, go to bed, mad as hell he went back in, said his prayers and went to sleep.'

He said that there was a brightlight that just kept going up in his dream, and when it stopped it was right in his face. But the pain in his heart was gone, he felt peaceful, he woke up thinking about it. Then his big brother the seventh son was kicking him in the back, and taking the cover, he slept wild like that, waking up fighting and yelling, he said, 'What's the matter, and his brother said, there was a big tiger trying to get him. But then the thought, in the dream about the light rising, how it just kept going up, and when it did stop his face and head was almost all the way in the light, it made him.'

Harry D. Jones 14.
feel like his head was in a catcher's mitt, but the pain in his heart had went away. That was the first dream, the one that he had never forgot. To think was it then, that God was telling him, that he God was the way, to stop the hurting and pain. Because at that time, the little boy new no one, that lived up there but God.

MAYBE

maybe, your a soldier
of your own fortune
you stand
at ground level
I don't know you
or your hearts heart,
The untold,
you have faced,
our your encounters,
But let, Humbleness be A,
measurement to,
The depths of
Your Soul.

Exterior was more concerned with Euphrates brain waves than his manual capabilities, but right now she had to secure communication with Euphrates, she could not let him go.
All people could talk, and understand each other, but with Euphrates she could understand him without saying a word, she felt his true heart, and felt a unconditional, respect, love and understanding for Euphrates. She felt this in her heart. So she told his mother, I think I know a way to talk and interact with euphrates, in the future as I told you, I am stepping into the technology field, with new ideals, and more than a heart full of hope, and money, your son gives me a special feeling, that I know I need to succeed in life, to make it in this field, so I would like to work with him. Make him a partner in this business.

As euphrates shook his head up and down, his mother thought he is really doing good today. So she said ok, exterior gave her the phone number that she could be reached at, or a message left, that she would get, and then her number that she kept with her. She had seen an excellent phone for Euphrates, she picked up the phone, and handed it to Euphrates he took the phone, with no problem and started pushing buttons, like it was old hand, he had a new desire to learn. He can call me anytime he wants to talk, you can teach him how to use, I'll pay for it, and the bill lets see if we can get Euphrates talking. His mom didn't.

Harry B. Jones
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Know it was so much more than that; she was just happy for her boy. But the old man was more interested in the future, of this endeavor, and voiced his opinion, in reference to what would be the position of his son, partner our employ. So would a contract be formed by law, well young lady, that's about all, I can take for tonight, he told exterior. That he was going to get a room, in that motel tucked in the corner, if there were any rooms left, and they would call her in the morning. To sure up the contract.

As he turns to leave her over hears, this man talking saying what the hell is he in the way for, he can't even read or write, to his wife, our girl friend, and this black man, says to him, watch your mouth, and he said fuck you. It was like it was automatic, a over hand right from the sholder, not the left jab, he was expecting, down he went, but he was back up in a flash, the fight was on, blow for blow circling, jabbing, knocking over, all kinds of new innovations. The security guards were slow to react, too the disurbance, they had worked there way to the back of the building, where the fight was, there was a customer on the back row, just standing.

Harry D. Jones 17.
there, with his seeing eye dog. The shit talker charged, and unknown went under him, and flipped him over his head, right on the dog, and his master. That was it for the dog; he went crazy on the man biteing him all over, backing him up off him, and his master. The security guards were coming down the Ile. unknown seeing his chance to break, get away. what the hell was he doing anyway. Knowing his black ass would go straight to jail, for hitting a white man. Anyway he was suppose to be there to make some money. He would have to think about it later. That big mouth talking shit, about a dude in a wheel chair, that kind of shit, got on his nerves. unknown ducked on threw the back of the motel, into a neighborhood with a liquor store on the corner. He would lay in the cut, tell it cooled off at the convention. The liquor store had street people rolling in and out, He could rest for awhile, because he just escaped going to jail. The guards had their clubs and pepper spray out moving in on the loudmouth, through a mans booth, knocking everything down, the dog snapping at his legs, the dog moved him right into there arms, down he went, kicking and cursing, they cuffed him up, and moved him toward the holding area, as the other guards were.

Larry G. Jones
there now talking to people. But to no avail, because loudmouth was going to jail, to straighten things out. The man with the seeing eye dog was asked, if he would be filing charges, and if his dog was hurt, during the fight, with the man. He didn't know, he would have to have his dog checked out, at the veterinarians tomorrow and he would let the police know. They had his address and phone number, would there be anything else he could do, he just had a few bumps, and bruises from the attack, but for the most, he was alright. He would call the police station tomorrow, and let them know, if his dog was alright.

Euphrates father the old man, hated to talk to the police, so he let his wife, and the young lady, do most of the talking, to the police, it was routine questioning and they were on there way. With a good feeling of the commination and meeting set up, for the next day, with the young lady. She said goodnight, see you tomorrow. And the three of them headed for the motel, talking to the police had took long enough for them, they were tired. Almost to the office of the motel, the old man stopped and said to his wife, and son, This Day reminds me of that verse from the bible. 

Gary E. Jones 19.
Romans chapter 12:2  And do not be conformed to this world but be transformed by the renewing of your mind. That you may prove what is that good and acceptable and perfect will of God. That was out of the NKJV Study bible, that new one I just got, yes sir, and it ain't over yet. As he seen the man that had took up for his son. Euphrates seen him also, and talked to him as clear as day, witch shocked the old man and his wife. Euphrates asked what is your name, and thank you for taking up for me. They call me unknown, yea but I know you, and I feel like I've known you for a long time, yea me too, this is strange for me two, unknown said, like a new awakening. Euphrates said you and the girl, Exterior witch I had never met intell tonight, she said she could almost read my mind. That's why she is going to talk to me tomorrow about me being part of her new internet company. She bought me a phone, the first one I ever had, knowing I wasn't talking clear to people, are if I could even understand what she was saying. I think you should be part of her internet company also, I know nothing about the internet. Euphrates said unknown said, I just have a lot of life experiences, all the way from the cotton fields.
You have to excuse my mother and father, ever there with there mouths wide open in shock, you see unknown this is the first day, our time that my speech, has caught up with my brain, and they can’t believe their ears, me talking like this, my dad has to get us a room, would you mind staying with me, and my mother, while my father gets us a room, unknown this is ironic, I never thought I would talk normal, it was unknown, for me, to talk clear, but I’m doing it, and here you are, named unknown, and the first person, that I can talk to, as if I’ve known you all my life. This day has surely been a revelation in my life, I met the woman. Exterior earlier today, and got lost in her eyes, and I knew from that moment that my life would never be the same, you see for me this is the best day of my life. I have two friends that I know is going to change the world for me, his mother had gained her composure back, and asked unknown if he would have something to eat with them, when they got settled in a room for the night, he said yes without even thinking about it. As the old man was coming with the keys, saying it’s on the second floor, we can get the elevator, over there and order us some pizza from the room, your welcome, to have some with us, unknown, I can see that you and Euphrates.
Jones

day, and that's good we wouldn't believe
it if we didn't see it, with our own eyes, he has
ever talked this clear, in the twenty two years
that he has been on this earth, I hardly know
what to say or think, this is surely redemption
in it's truest form, they made it to the room, and
ordered the pizzas, sitting down around the bed
getting comfortable. That let unknown slip into a
spiritual state of mind, that put him in the thought
of the reality of a spiritual kind, it pushed him back
in time, and he just started talking, unknown shook his
head and told Euphrates, that his longtime combatant was
back, it had been twenty years sense he had thought about
that, experience you must be really special Euphrates, because
I haven't thought about that round with the devil, in a longtime.
I wonder if I will stand any better this time around, I was
older than you then, on the streets of LA, as always, on then
to, it was a battle ground, in hind sight, now I understand.

because of what I seen. Then in them streets, was a
demonstration of the spirit, in people on a large scale
one way or the other. the LA, Rait was a song of
the times. Euphrates you got me saying things I
haven't never said to no one.

Danny D. Jones 22.
With the knock on the door, that broke the trance in the room, as the father went to pay the pizza boy. There was little conversation. The pizza was good, it had been a long day. Euphrates mother was tired, and she knew he would talk all night if she let him, so she asked unknown if he would stop by tomorrow, when the young lady would be there, he said he would and said goodnight.

Exterior made it home with the internet, first and foremost on her mind. Checking in on the chatter, the net was burning up, with a few hot topics, with high profile people, that had ruffled in there, collars about this are that, time would tell, the story. Right now she had to get some sleep. It had been a long day.

On the way home unknown lost entrance in the hussel; on the streets, he was mentally drained he had to get some rest. Euphrates was caught up in thought about the conversation he had had with unknown more than the fact that he was talking, clearer than a bell. But he knew he had to get to sleep. Because tomorrow was going to be a special day.
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That night the same dream, left them holding
there breath trying to register what their
mind had conceived, where did that come
from, it seemed so real, what could it mean.
That dream, the love that was in it surely,
felt like it, covered time and space, in the
blink of an eye, and it lasted forever, it was
that strong. It was more than a dream, the
good spirits were there, as the three of them
set, in the dream, in a circle, discussing
the power of that dream, or whatever it was
unknown said, the power of that dream was
as strong, as the pain I felt not being able
to be at my mothers funeral, the same
clear, clean out of fellings, he never had
the chance to say to her

135
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Mama

There couldn't of been
A more special
Ray of Sun
That has touched
This world
That did more
Than the day
My mother was born
On this earth, you have been
Thousands of miles

Away

And felt my pain, This I know.
Now to cross, The threshold of Death, To reinforce and renew
Your love.
I felt you, Thank you.
I love you
Mama.

unknown

God can do anything, And Euphrates and Exterior said yes. Still in the dream, we can understand that, and they were at one, on the subject knowing there was more. Euphrates said to unknown and Exterior, my father is always...
Jones

Quoting scriptures, this one stuck with me: Daniel 3:17. It says, "If that be the case, our God whom we serve is able to deliver us from your hand, O King."

They all were still in the dream. Exterior said, "To me, it looks like we are going to war, they all agreed on that. Each of them awoke in their own bed, with the dream that would never stop. The vivid memories of their dream, when they needed to recall something, all three of them had it, unknown sense that a new spirit was upon him, when he woke up, and he had to get to the meeting at the motel."

Exterior was in no playing mood, when she woke up, all the time, trying to figure out what the hell was that dream about. And the black man in her dream, with unknown for a name, looks like, are was the same man, that was in the fight at the convention, that took up for Euphrates. She had to hurry up and get to the motel. They were all at the room, Exterior said what is he doing here, and what were you doing in my dreams last night, I don't know you. But right now, after that, I feel like..."
I've known you all my life, just like Euphrates. It's something about you two guys, that I have to have.

unknown said I don't know you, neither, but you were in my dreams also, and right now, I don't know if I like you are not, but I respect you, for helping Euphrates, he ask me to be here, so, ask him why he wants me here. Euphrates said our friendship represents something, I think has been going on sense the first of time. I'm talking now, and then, you two don't even know each other and have never met, but we all have had the same dream. That all of us are in, now what's that? I ask unknown to be here, I don't know why. All I know is that, we suppose to be together right now, just like you felt about me, the time for us is now, and we must have that same belief in each other that shadrach, meshach, and abednego had in there God. Exterior said, I'm going to have to get me a bible, to hang around you two, and I'm alright with that. Exterior knowing very little about the bible, unknown told Exterior that he had been running from the bible, and God all his life, but can't seem to shake him.
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Euphrates said that he wanted to learn all he could about love, life, and understanding, he was ready for the union with his new friends. His mother and father, watched the miracle of their son changing. Right in their face they sense and knew, that things would never be the same. Something was about to happen, to there son they would have to stay close, and see, How this all shook out.

They all talked, expressing the importance of each topic. First order of business was the contract. That Exterior had made, it was a good one, even stating that it could be changed, if Euphrates came up with anything else, it could be added to the contract, which he did and had her sign it again, and that unknown be added to the contract, under unknown as his name, then they moved on to the next pressing issue, could he Euphrates stay in the city of Berkely to help get the company started. She had a false uncle, her daddys best friend, that had more than a few properties, that would fit the bill that she could get into today.

So Exterior made the call, and they were on their way to a where-house, hid in a residential area. It was made to order, for their immediate needs, you boys can have that half of the where-house, and make it to what you may, there were three both rooms each with a shower. Euphrates was glad his mother was there, as she rushed around looking for what she could get to make her Roy.
as comfortable as possible, some shaping would have to be done, before she could leave him there. They would be here for awhile.

unknown found this to be quite the opportunity to put his life together, and save some money. He had no idea what the job would consist of, but he would meet the task with all he had to offer.

Exterior was making split second decisions, with a good, good feeling about them, it felt good to her, to be getting ready, to start her life. This all felt right to her, for the next few weeks, it was a beehive of activity around and in the house. It all went pretty smooth, everybody just built around their own bed and bathroom. There was a large work area and a few smaller rooms. This was good.

Exterior thought she had enough space to get started. The boys were happy, no one had ever had the experience, of having a interior decorator. As the weeks went by, the growing pains were new to them all as they talked everyday about what had happen and what was going to happen, they knew they were getting stronger, each day, in relating to what the other thought, and said, but there was so much more to come, and they could feel it, these subconscious minds only let so many issues, surface above the threshold of conscious with the of the felling, of being left behind. Exterior we understand the felling of
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being left behind. But right now, we don't know by who, where or why. But I think we will when we are strong enough. Euphrates, unknown, it's good that you two don't know, nothing about the open-access movement, unknown said what is that. Exterior said that it was and is a movement to keep the big guys with all the money off the back. Their was this young man Warzts a internet prodigy that I think was pressured out of his work, they say he wanted to fightback against the private theft of public culture. For them yes it was a noble crime to steal the academic articles, and all the storage A digital treasure chest, whose servers were accessible via the ma net. The researchers work to a biology journal coast 3.169. If they can get away with that on the largest Taxpayer funded National Institutes of health, its the worlds largest funder of biomedical research at this time. Researchers are not paid for the articles they write for scholarly journals, are expertise, they donate by peer reviewing and serving on editorial boards. The publishers claim the copyright on the researchers work and charge for access Exterior said what do you think about that unknown Really it puts me in the mind of what my Grand Pa use to say.

Larry D. Jones 30.
Ain't fell yet
Is what my Grandpa
Use to say, Bless
His Soul.
An old Okie, By
Way of Mississippi
It has been A
Steping Stone
For my curiosity, being
His second Generation
An showing
Him his third Generation
I see
Things alittle different
But they, turned out
To be the same.
It's like the illusion
Of love.
And all that comes before.
You have to understand.
This is a crime.
They play to win
Every Game.
They give no
Brakes.
It's played.
Jones

For high stakes
It's people for
money
in this, day and time
It's only human
Nature
Can't you see
The more, they get
The more, they want
Using the legal
System
to take out whole
Generations
Slavery hasn't
missed
A step
Just changed its
ways, for
making money
It's the only
skill they need
with it, they can
contribute
to the worlds
Dirty deeds
The measuring
stick
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Is all around
We rock, we sway
But the big nasty
Won't go away
Because it's people
For money
In this day
And time
What's next.

Unknown, Exterior said
Just like that, is what I'm trying to say let's not be negligent, this is a life and death situation, what we already have. To my knowledge, is a new form of communication, that is getting stronger every day. Euphrates said that we will be fighting against the evil here on earth, along with the principalities of both worlds. Exterior bit her phone, looking for the bible audio/video bible reader, with the word, principalities, on search out of the NKJV study bible. Ephesians 6:10-20 came up. The whole armor of God. That looks and sounds interesting, I think I'll read it verse 10: Finally, my brethren, be strong in the Lord and in the power of His might. Put on the whole armor of God, that you may be able to stand against the wiles of the devil. For we do not wrestle against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers,
against the rulers of darkness of this age, against spiritual hosts of wickedness in the heavenly places. Therefore take up the whole armor of God, that you may be able to withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand. Stand therefore, having girded your waist with truth, having put on the breastplate of righteousness. And having shod your feet with the preparation of the gospel of peace. Above all, taking the shield of faith with which you will be able to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked one. And take the helmet of salvation, and the sword of the spirit, which is the word of God. Praying always with all prayer and supplication in the spirit, being watchful to this end with all perseverance and supplication for all the saints. And for me, that utterance may be given to me, that I may open my mouth boldly to make known the mystery of the gospel, for which I am an ambassador in chains, that in it I may speak boldly, as I ought to speak.

unknown said you can learn something new everyday. Even thou I have heard it before, this must be one of my new jobs, to share my life experiences with you two. To tell you the stories, that might help you.
I'm glad to serve. Euphrates set up sharp as an eagle's eye. As unknown flapped back through the falling leaves of time, to catch the fabric of life, witch the principalities of life, Had hid it's face. For 30 to 40 years. Because unknown did not know how to fight that fight. At that time.

First Blood

chap. 2

AT THE Well

whoo...wwe. It was hot that day, there was a little breeze, blowing through the trees, then shimmering off the branches and leaves, letting you know they were heatwaves, the asphalt roads were too soft to walk on barefooted; from the heat, so they ran from grass spot, to grass spot; on the side of the road we had shoes but they were for school, and church on Sunday, that was fine with him, in tell you found yourself in the middle of a sticker patch, nothing hurts like a double headed sticker, on the heel of your foot. Not today though, his big sister, nene had the responsibility of watching him today, and that was a job, just to keep him in eyesight; and she was calling the shots today. They both missed the love they felt from this spot, it was there uncles house that had almost burned all the way down, and that's why all his cousins, went away.
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But he still had his big sister, and that was alright, they were going to get them some cold water and some candy at the store.

Get that bucket and chain from under the porch get it yourself, I ain't going to be messing with that stuff. It might be some snakes, up under there, if you want to go to the store you better get that chain and bucket, and draw some water here, take this stick and shake them weeds, and get that chain and bucket.

Don't be yelling at me, you ain't nobody, alright alright, I got it, you know this thing is heavy, don't worry I'm going to help you pull it back up, and out the well, now tie that end around the well so the bucket won't fall all the way in, clean it off and hurry up and drop it in the well, so we can get some cold water boy. Ah, forget you aint, you just wait, tell I get big 'pop' she was sloping him up side the head, then was the first 10 hits today, he was doing good. The sound of the chain rattling off the top and sides of the well, as the bucket fell, to the sweet sound of water, he waited to let it fill up some. He started walking backwards with the chain, pulling the water up, and the chain back to him, the big Iron pipe that was the well, was sticking up out the ground, about 8 or 9 inches, it was about 10 to 12 inches wide, and the bucket was shaped, like a hot dog, about a yard long, with a chain, hooked to the top of it.
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so he was working it, backing up and pulling the chain to him, and walking up to the well, you said you was going to help me. I almost got it then she was there behind him pulling too, they were getting close it was almost to the top, reaching down to pull the top of the bucket up, he was braced against the well with his feet, with his sister at his back, helping him pull the bucket out, something flashed him in the eyes, then he looked and seen red eyes, then something cut him on the hand, and he let the bucket go and the chain, backing up pushing his sister back and asking her, did you see that, them red eyes it cut me, on the hand, I'm bleeding what was that nene, It was the devil trying to get in you. On my way to the first year of school, he was getting on the bus, and a feeling came up in him, all through him, right in the doorway on the first step, he turned and ask his sister what was this feeling going all through him, she said it was the devil, and | said how do I get him out of me |
Jones

Euphrates said, that's a lot to think about. You been at war, all your life. Yea me and Everybody. Eals, I'm just lucky enough, to have lived long enough to recognize it, and the ways god has kept me alive, what about you two. Eterior said that the conventional way of doing business, would have to be the face, of these company. So she went about her business to put a line together that would produce the product, she was trying to put together her assembly line was made up of machines that made the guts of the one. she was producing, that way she could protect her Ideals, she didn't have to jump into the main stream of the competition, research was her job right now, she could always do what everybody else was doing, she needed to find a brain for her Ideal, it would be so much more than a phone. Telepathy was what she was experiencing, with unknown and Euphrates. But it wasn't for the masses, but to trace back, and try to find a connection that would fit, the means of the people, was what she needed. Telepathy communication was for them, our was it she didn't know. But what she did know, was things were going to get busy. So she ask Euphrates, when his mama and daddy would be back, they had to get some stuff for moon, my dog. Oh, that will be good. you miss him, yea, unknown how you doing is there. Yenery B. Jones
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anything I should know, yea, it's time to get on down the road a little bit. Does that mean let's go to work? you can say that I'll see you two when I get back. Euphrates you know I don't know nothing about this communication stuff. But if I was Exterior I would check that tree sap out, that kept them insects, preserved all them years, put that inside a phone, with all that other stuff, and seal it up. Why don't you ask Exterior when she gets back if that will work. Because it would be like this.

First Come First Serve

we 192

shuffling the Air

As IF

It were a deck

of cards

Reflections

In A windo

Standing out is

A skull

The worlds janary

OF things to Come

floating by the white lines

on the highways

I still remember

The days
OF chasing the white Horse.
An all the skulduggery
That comes with it
will the Icecaps
of the Tundras melt
And be proclaimed
Divided up
On the hope, that oil
An other natural
Resources
Are under the mud
Are will
The livelihood
of nations
Be riding on
wind blown
Chandeliers
ON a snakes
Back

Euphrates said we just don't know what it is,
that we have, well what do people call it Esp
extrasensory perception Exterior is the
strongest so far, but this is not new, just
different.
We need a lot more training, unknown yea
I'll agree with that, we setting on something
that we need to think all the way through,
before we make any moves, and that means
talking to my parents, I hope they hurry
up, and get back with some, they should be
back soon, Exterior should be back soon, if not
we will wait around for her, so we can
talk, we should start helping more with the
assembly line. robots, yea they never stop, as
long as they have rubber stuff feeding into them
they come out so little that it could be thousands in
that one box, now that's going to be one hell of a job.
we 256 putting a brain in each one, well Exterior knows what
she doing, I hope she has good hunting, she had a
determined look on her face, and a high shoulder brace
in her posture, all business. Exterior kept the meeting
place on neutral ground, CC still showed the desire
of a man all in, they had a nice lunch talked and caught
up on each others lives, Then it was time for Exterior
to get to the meaning of this meeting, she needed
help with the material, far the body of the phone.
But the idea of the sea shells kept crossing her mind.
They had a mind of their own, you could always hear
the sea, who knows why? But that's the kind of
communication, she was looking for, To build around it
That Extrasensory Perception would be good for

[Signature]
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A phone, knowing who to call, without dialing the number, that worked off the impulse of the brain. She told CC that she was interested in some material to build the body of some phones. He said he would check with some people and get back at her. And would she like to have dinner, she said yes, but she would let him know when they parted ways. Exterior was feeling good about the meeting with CC. But it was time to get back she was feeling the pull of her new friends, when she got home Euphrates and unknown asked if they could help. Not right now, I'm still figuring out something unknown said like what, we might can help I was looking for material to build, the body of the phones, and this idea of the sea shells kept crossing her mind, ok I was thinking we need a material that's plentiful that you could see through for the face, that's easy unknown said glass our plastic, yea we know that, But is there anything else, you can think of yea how about that sap from the trees that preserved them Bugs for all them years, that's all I got, how about you Euphrates, nothing yet, well this has been crossing my mind, a few times sea shells I think they suppose to be the body for this phone, all I have to do now is put it together in my head. Then experiment to see if it is even a probability of it working. Before we put to much time into it Euphrates what you think, my mind is somewhere, unknown said that's why we can't figure it.
out. Because we were not working together. Right now we know nothing of the power source. That's been leading us, we just know it's something. Should we call it the unknown, Right now. That's what it is. No, let's call it something else, we will name it later.

Unknown
I am unknown
In the middle of
Your chest
The key of
Your mind
The rope that holds
Your subconscious
Pulling you up
Like a pullie
But
I'm unknown
Listen for my song
Sing it
Knowing the name
Of fame
You have arrived
In you
To think
It was always
You
where did that come from, Did you here that in your mind, yea so that's how its going to talk to us, thats cool. This is good, we're all on our feet, and on the same page, about this, let's get some sleep, and I'll see you fellows in the morning. By then we should know what when and where to start on this project.

That night the ringing of a phone woke each and one of them in there dream, It played for them, The Sermon
For You

Pastor Speaking

well how you doing today.
I don't mean to make you uncomfortable.
But we're going to do a little soul searching
today. I want your opinion on this matter.
If you have the knowledge, or the nerve,
To engage in this dilemma. I think the
best way for me to do this, is to tell you
first, what were doing. Please turn your Bible To Rev: 22: 18-19

18 For I testify to everyone
who hears the words of the Prophet
of this book: If anyone adds to these
things, God will add to him the plagues
that are written in this book.

19 And if
anyone takes away from the words
of the book of this prophecy, God
shall take away his part from the
book of life, from the holy city, and
from the things which are written
in this book.

Pastor Speaking

The story of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego,
has always been special to me. Because of what
I couldn't see, I always knew there was more, to the
Harry O. Jones

story. But I couldn't understand what was missing in the

count. This was a special time for a special point.
In life to be put on display. God's work was at hand. In these four young men, you see you, have to understand, are to try to understand. The nature of things, Time incited them boys, Shadrach Meshach and Abed-nego, was up against, The King And the Fiery Furnace. And you know you have to have some help, with fire quick, some water, some distance, are anything eals, that will help keep it at bay. Please turn your Bible to __ DAN 3:17 __

For these four young men, God gave them knowledge and skill in all literature and wisdom and Daniel had understanding in all visions and dreams.

Pastor Speaking:
you see Daniel was a great friend to have. But he had his own problems. From jealous people, To being put in a lions den, and more. You see the nature of the lion, is not to eat you. Every time he comes in contact with you immediately, he might just hurt you if he full, at the time, Eat you later, in the natural. But the natural nature of fire is to burn you "To death every time. Kill you dead" I can't say this like, It's going to be, Easy like Sunday morning. Because what were going to be talking about today, is what they call, A gray area. The biggest "understatement" of a lifetime. Because what were talking about today, will get you more than killed, it's for All Times. Not to have. Anyone take this sermon out of context, "There's a Hidden Treasure" is.
For You, IF you can see it, I raise my hands to all
The "now Day" Magicians, Astrologers, the sorcerers, and the
chaldeans, and all the smart people of this world.

"But the FACT"

Still STANDS, To THIS Day
"THERE is NO Explanation, To where"
"DANIEL was AT"

When his Friends were confronted by King
Nebuchadnezzar, And condemned, To be put
"IN THE Fiery Furnace",
They meet the Kings Threat
with A CHALLENGE.

PASTOR Speaking:

Please Go To

Dan 3:16-18

16 Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-Nego answered and said to the King, "O Nebuchadnezzar, we have no need to answer you in this matter.
17 IF that is the case, our God whom we serve is able to deliver us from the Burning Fiery Furnace, and he will deliver us from your hand, O King."

18 But if not, let it be known to you, O king, that we do not serve your Gods, Nor will we worship the gold Image which you have set up.
Please Go To Dan: 1: 6-7
Now from among those of the sons of Judah were Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah. To them the chief of the eunuchs gave names:
He gave Daniel the name Belteshazzar;
To Hananiah, Shadrach; to Mishael, Meshach, and to Azariah, Abed-Nego.

Pastor speaking: As far as me the realization came to me when Daniel told them this.

Please Go to Dan: 2: 17-18
17. THEN Daniel went to his house and made the decision known to Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah his companions,
18. That they might seek mercies from the God of heaven concerning this secret, so that Daniel and his companions might not perish with the rest of the wise men of Babylon.

Pastor speaking: God loved you before you were born. It's in the book. He's going to have you anyway. It goes. But it's your choice to choose which way to go.
But he loves you anyway, you just made the wrong choice. If you didn't choose him. This is only my opinion, I think this was a time and a place. For God's will, to be shown. Sure there was faith in God. Was there. That he would save them from the fiery furnace. But something was still missing. Please go to Dan 2:19

Then the secret was revealed to Daniel in a night vision. So Daniel blessed the God of heaven.

Pastor Speaking:
I hope you understand what I'm trying to say. It's about what will be in the latter days too. There love. For God saved them, Shadrach, Meshach, Abed-Nego.

John 3:16

For God so loved the world that he gave his only begotten Son that whoever believes in him should not perish, but have everlasting life.
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Exterior said I couldn't sleep either, talking to unknown did it came to you too, yes it did. Euphrates is up to in the kitchen well it's time to go to work on this. Euphrates was walking real good, as he entered the living area I see it came to you too, so how are you feeling, ready to go to work yea, we moving forward like it or not, Euphrates said so it can work on us when we're awake in the real world, under it's power, so were being led, that might not be a bad thing, if it's for the right reasons, it might be hard. But it's fair, that's how I feel about it, so far. How about you Exterior about the same as you, Exterior said this is a new reality that works. On you when your conscious are unconscious, state of being. This is great we don't know how to interact with it yet. So let's think about that first, let's try to make communication with it. Our, are we on call? Euphrates said I don't know about you, But it's plain for me to see, with the phone call, and the phone call makes me up, But to each his own.
I don't have to tell you, that this is just for us we don't need to tell no one, about why we need the shells. I'll start my research on the phone. Euphrates was putting his bid together for the phone conversation. He would try Monterey and the coastline around there checking to get the lay of the land. All the conversations he was having would take a turn for the worst, when he would ask, what do they do with the Abalone shells, when they take the mollusk out, and what other shells do they have. Euphrates had been on the phone calls for about two hours, when he got a phone call, that he had been waiting for. His mom and Daddy, and moon were in town and would be there in 20 to 30 min. He was so happy he didn't know how bad he had miss them, in tell they said they would be here in 20 to 30 min, with moon, it hit him hard, he had to tell somebody, unknown, unknown, my parents and my dog will be here in 20 to 30 min, where is Exterior in her office, on the phone where calls you been busy on the phone, yea finding out a lot of nothing about sea shells, I'll get back on it tomorrow I'm going to get ready to see my people and moon. It was a great show of affection when moon saw Euphrates, there was no getting them apart, unknown was talking to his dad about the long drive and the dog, his mother said, don't worry he will be over to check you out, when he gets caught up with Euphrates. How you been doing. Things are just now starting to pull
Jones

Pick up, we should be busy for awhile. I'm sure you will find out a lot of what we are doing. That's ok something to keep us busy, we will be staying awhile. This is good. Euphrates has been missing you, we all have, so much to talk about. Here comes Exterior. I'll let you two talk. I'm going to meet moon. Exterior hugged mom's and said she is glad they made it back with moon, she said where are they at, looking around, she seen Euphrates with this short haired looking german shepherd looking dog. She just didn't know how wrong she was, as he came closer checking her out, walking half way around her, looking up, he cut loose with his howl at the moon, Hound dog style that left everybody looking at him, turned his head and cubed it on Euphrates legs, tail wagging all the time, he let everyone know that he approved. His mom and dad would stay tonight. But they would be getting them a place as close as possible, so they could be around as much as possible, the back of the wear house would work for moon, with some arranging he would be comfortable and have the run of the place. Unknown was back there helping get things together. The troop was coming together, Euphrates was feeling a hole lot better, they would get something to eat, and get ready for bed. Euphrates would stay with unknown, this was working out fine, Early in the moring Euphrates was up with moon, he was feeling like he didn't do.
his part, yesterday he was ready to start working
the phones, and get some results. Look, what's coming
up on the phone.

Spell Bound
Shell Shock Mary

Rubbing your smoke filled eyes,
slapping at mosquitoes that were,
Trying to eat you alive,
fighting to squeeze in,
around the big ten rub,
of burning wood and rags,
that were making smoke,
Because the smoke, was the,
only thing keeping the mosquitos
At Bay,
Being around alot of the cotton
Felll Hands, of the late 50's
And early 60's, there was always
Something to see, are hear
In Kings County Calif.
She was called, shell shock Mary
The spell carrier, People
Said if you touched
Her you would, have
Bad dreams,
She installed Fear, In People

Garry B. Jones
without saying a word
But Boboan wasn't scared
of her,
He was drawn to explore
the experience of
the spell carrier,
He encountered her one day
on his way to his favorite place,
The opportunity was upon him
so as fast as his
little legs and
bare feet
would carry him
He was off,
Running
reaching out and
touching her,
and gone
like a brezz,
Across the Hiway,
safely in to the cemetery,
The grass had been cut,
it was green thick
and soft,
The rose bushes were
planted close to the
cyclone fence where
Big red and pretty roses hung
They had been, spaded deep,
around the bottoms,
Fat chested, Red Robins
Falated to, the ground
Scratching, and pecking
Try to pull, out the
Long, Fat worms
The grass felt, like you
were putting, your feet
In a bucket, of warm water,
For a country, Boy
That was, Heaven
So he stayed, off the
Little road; through the cemetry,
And walked, through
The tomestones,
Looking at the, Pictures
on the Head, Stones
The clearity of, This
Lady's picture,
Was clearer,
Than the rest,
He pressed, his finger
To, The picture
And, it started
Filling, up with
what looked, like blood,
Not another, thought
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of climbing, high
Eating sweet, blue Black,
mulberries, all day
just the, sound of
His feet, pounding the,
ground until He
was Home,
Excited an, out of breath,
Trying to tally,
what had happen,
To him,
To his sister,
The Touching of
shell shock, Mary
The spell, carrier
And that, clear face,
That was clearer, than the other,
Faces and bow, it had,
Filled up with, what looked,
like blood,
His sister, put him down,
To bed, with you Bohan
In his dream, He was running,
In midair,
Dashing violet, blue
Red Blood, that was hanging,
On all sides, front and back
He had To get out
so faster, and faster,
he ran, he heard his, fathers
voice saying, what's the matter,
with that boy, and my sister,
saying he touched, that carzy lady
shell shock, mary
an he been, having bad dreams,
yelling and running, for along,
time he thought, what time,
was it anyway.
what was, daddy doing home,
it was daytime, when
he was, put to bed
and daddy was, only home,
at night,
where did the day go,
so he moved toward, the voice,
that could not be overruled.
his fathers,
the mind is, an unknown,
treasure that, protects an,
dishes out, pain
on its, own
time schedule.
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They were looking at each other what have we awoke, unknown said I'm glad it's with us. Euphrates greeted his parents, and told them that he would have lunch ready, if they made it back in time, unknown took moon for a walk, so they could get to know each other. They had all the right service equipment for moon. But Euphrates was not handy capec no more, he would be needing a crash course in driving, Ed, so he could be getting his license, that would be fun to see. Just to get the feel of moon's heart and carrierer, unknown let the pull of the streets, pull him to the ghetto side of town, where he could see who, and where moon would focus his attention, with street people as he cut through the park where young mothers and there kids were playing he paid attention to everybody and everything, you could see he was new to all this, unknown stoped at this house, where there was a lot of people talking and drinking he was talking to this man he called Cuz, they patted each other on the back, and ask each other, how the other one was doing, man I'm alright, just thought I would stop back through to see how you doing, what you got there. This is moon, look at his eyes, he smart as hell, look at him watching playboy, he know he got that stuff for sale in his pocket, how you know that, it's all in his eyes, you see he's really a bound dog, mixed with German shepherd.
Jones

unknown raised his hand, threw back his head, and said "OW" on moon cut loose, with a deep howl, Cuz said, "I see, I just meet him and we understand each other, good he should be a police dog. Quick as he smelled that shit. Hold up man, he don't need to work for no police, he can work for me, now man, he a regular dog, his owner love him, he don't have to work, he all the way in, man where Cherry at, across the street I need to see her, I'll catch you later, with moon on his hip they crossed the street, a knock on the door, she open the door, looked at moon and stepped out to talk, 'How you been, trying to get settled in cross town, I'm going to need a ride back over there, so you will know where I'm at, you still love me girl, you going to stay awhile my boy here, won't let out his sight, I see, his names moon, I'll call you in a few days, we can get together then, you ready to go now yea. It took fifteen to twenty minute to get back over here, so I know where your at, see you later, unknown and moon got out the car, and cherry left, they went into the ware house. Euphrates I see you got a late lunch ready, yours is over there, thank you we been on a long walk, I know moon a little better, now, the phone calls for work went bad today, you know I think I can do better if we went to these places in person ok, who going to take us, I'll ask my old man, and try to get some driving lessons, I have the Test down, I'll get
Jones

A high score, good just pass it. Exterior had made it back to the warehouse, nobody knew when she left it had to be real early. She got her some lunch and was sitting there eating and thinking. Euphrates said I have a plan, to go to the fishing warfs and talk to the fishermen, in person, on the road. Trip his mother and Father could spend sometime with him, they should be there house hunting today unknown said have you guys, thought about that Serom that we got on the phone when I look, Back at it, and what it was trying to tell us is That the love they had for God, was so strong that their faith in him, would not let them down and he loved them just as strong. So strong that it took we can the bite out of the fire, that's the only 2 times, I read about fire, that didn't burn things up, what you think Exterior, yes that sounds like it. But to explain it to someone I don't know how, Euphrates said you will if and when you have to, what does that mean, God has got some talk for you, Exterior said what progress did we make today, were going to talk to the fishermen in person, with my parents, tomorrow if they feel like a road trip, They should be getting back soon Exterior said tell them they don't have to be in such a hurry, I like them here, you know this phone, can never be sold to the public like this, it will have too much power, to do to many things, we have to make it like the rest, not to far ahead, or were going to have

Danny R. Jones 59
Jones

Everybody down our necks about how you do that, because love could open up so many doors, that you could never say where it would go, are what it could do, we don't know enough about the brain to know. But with our new communication skill we can try to keep up with it, OK, so the first thing is to be safe, at all times, so let's keep this between us. To know that love would be the on switch, to the storage department of the brain, that runs the phone. It could not be hacked.

...and to tap into the strongest emotion on earth, and that's love, it would be a very personal phone made for just you, that would keep all the rest of the competition at bay. If that's how you wanted it to work, it's just for you, it would do that. It was made to do almost anything your mind could conceive, you know it might work.

Exterior said from what we have so far, we can make a new kind of phone. But if we do our lives, from that moment on, will be different, we don't know if it will be for the best, our worst. I don't know about you Exterior, but for me I don't see no worst, then where I was at I couldn't walk are talk, and I know God is on my side, So I'm ready to do what we have to do, And for me Exterior I have nothing to do but look forward, I never will turn around, I like the way I'm going and my God is here with me. To unknown said, let's bring the bitter with the sweet, And keep on stepping, I'm ready to give on down the road a little bit...
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So we will be manufacturing to end for the public. But priced out of the masses range. But with alot of accessorays the phone would work, we need a new face for our identity, we have to make up our minds up. What's it going to be unknown. I'm for working from the back. Euphrects. I'm for working from the back. I see we were all feeling the same about this,

we have to find a face for the company. So keep it on your minds, the best you can unknown, said all I know is that something is working between us, that we don't know what it is but I think it's for the best, let's try to understand it. So we can make a run at trying to do the right thing. First things first we need to get the sea shells. Me and unknown will hit the City San Francisco. The city you and your people going to hit the coast, you, we all on the same page. I hope your parents didn't find a place so we could all be here, for awhile, unknown said I could make room with him, no problem. Let's tell them that we want them here with us. OK, I think this will be the best for us all. I think that we should just try the AhAlone shells first, they big enough to get a few phones out of one shell ok. Say Euphrects when you ask your dad to take you to the coast don't get.
suprised when he ask you why, because you do need

to learn how to drive, so I can teach you how to ride you

unknown. Exterior said that's why I'm taking you with me to

to the city, we might even be able to find a face for the

company. Unknown said you know we need to be in prayer

about this it couldn't hurt, and we need all the help we can

get, Euphrates said ok, but do you know how to pray Exterior

no that's why we are all going to pray together, just talk

to God like you talking to your friend, ask him to help you

do the things you're trying to do... Re for real about what you ask.

for and, that you believe in him, and the rest will take care of

its self. So let's hold hands, and start our prayer. Let's just

go and talk to him, and they prayed for a very short time.

when they were finishing up, Euphrates mother and father were

back, Exterior just came out and told them that we have

talked about it, and we want you to stay here with us, me

and unknown going to hit the city. I think Euphrates has to

talk to you, let's get something to eat, were going to go get a

carley start tomorrow, Euphrates said to Del his father

we need to go to the coast tomorrow and talk to some

fishermen, and on the way there, are coming back you could

let me get in some practice driving, I knew it wasn't

going to be long before you ask, you guys eat anything.

yet, yes we already had something, but it's nice to know

we will all be here together, Euphrates moved somethings

to unknown's room, as moon can around playing, unknown and

Euphrates were working trying to get the TV set

Danny D. Jones 62.
Jones

Up right before they got tired Exterior was tired to she went to bed to. Tomorrow was going to be a busy day. That night dreamtime visited them all again to make sure that they knew what that sermon and game was about. The book of life, The holy city, The love of God for us. And Eternal life. All that's good and how much they loved Him, most of all. Early that morning they woke feeling good and rested, Euphrates took moon out, unknown and Exterior was busy putting some food together. Dalbert and Dawn, waking up coming around. Good morning how you doing, you sleep alright, well the food will be ready in a minute. Coffee over there. Euphrates was back, to the bathroom he went and then to the kitchen, to get some food, moon took his place, as close as possible, hoping he could get some real food, he worked it out, so he did get both, everybody was coming alive, unknown said y'all be careful today and see you back here tonight some. Back to you, Exterior was racing to go, she all ways about her Business, back up were leaving. Exterior wanted to beat the traffic but she knew she would of had to come last night to do that. But we were early enough to get away with, not too much traffic. She looked like she could drive a little bit. The handling of the car was pretty good. Excuse me, unknown I have a Wikipedia page read this and tell me what you think, take your time and read it good.

Danny O. Jones 63.
Seashell resonance

There is a popular folk myth that if one holds a seashell, specifically, most often a conch shell, to one's ear, one can hear the sound of the ocean.

The rushing sound that one hears is in fact the noise of the surrounding environment, resonating within the cavity of the shell. The same effect can be produced with any resonant cavity, such as an empty cup or even by simply cupping one's hand over one's ear. The similarity of the noise produced by the resonator to that of the oceans is due to the resemblance between ocean movements and airflow.

The resonator is simply attenuating some frequencies of the ambient noise in the environment, including air flowing within the resonator and sound originating within the human body itself, more than others.

The human ear picks up sounds made by the human body as well, including the sound of blood flowing and muscles acting. These sounds are normally discarded by the brain; however, they become more obvious when louder external sounds, are filtered out. This occlusion effect occurs with seashells, cups or hands held over one's ears, and also with circumaural headphones whose cups form a seal around the ear, raising the
Jones

Acoustic impedance to external sounds 13345.

Unknown said this conch shell is not the kind of shell we use to play with, it was shaped like a big ear, but it says all the resonance seashells has the similarity of the noise produced by the resonator to that of the oceans is due to the resemblance between ocean movements and airflow.

They say these sounds are normally discarded by the brain. That shows me their is away in and out other than the ear. That is what we want is the discarded frequencies from the brain to store that information and kick back out the information to the internet, that came on the internet that way you could stay online but now way back to the brain.

That's what I think about it Exterior. That's pretty good. Unknown you think it will work. Don't you yea, but not for the masses. That's a big job if you tried to put that on the market they would try to kill you. You know that don't you, you would have to get a big company to work with you on this, so they can get the cut. So what you going to do boss, why don't you pray on it, when you go to bed tonight. We still have along way to go before the manufacturing is done, in the meantime we can be looking for the right partner, no hurry. Let's just stay busy. Everything will come together, we making good time pay this toll and get across the bay bridge and get to fisherman's warf got.
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us a parking spot and hit the warf
fish and smell everywhere we always stayed
in eye contact walking talking to people, came up
empty about the shells, with the Abalone I think
it is a season thing, Exterior had the luck and found
out what we needed to know, who to call, that could
be one Clynt, we might as well get back to the car
we have to go somewhere, eals, Ill call in the car
it was a short ride to the Seashells place Exterior
had a story ready for the old fisherman, she said she
was into arts and crafts, and wanted to try something
new, he didn't care he just wanted to sell as many
as he could for as much as he could get, we got a
hole trunk full (600 our more for 30 dollars, we
was happy with that, and it was almost lunch,
look on my phone another message, Thats
what I call them, It's a pome
The Rythm of Life
It's the everyday feelings
of life and love.
It's an Oasis.
In a periodic Existence
As my heartbeats, For
Future Sunrises.
Burning bright
It reaches through
The insanity.
To free me.
And let, me
Caress.
The Rythm of Life.
The flames, that fires
My Emotions.
They Pound
Like drops, of Hell.
In a storm.
The Daydream.
I dare not, forget
The thought
Of simpler things.
That softens, my face
With a smile.
To Live.
I had to
Let Go.

Gary B. Jones 1975
Wait to you get a chance to read this one. The poem it's right on time, I wonder did Euphrates get it. I hope he wasn't learning how to drive. We should be back by three o'clock, you that will give me time to clean these shells up, so we can really see what we got, they were almost back to the warehouse.

They hadn't had a serious talk in two to three weeks hows things going his mother ask, it's kind of overwhelming and I have it, with mom here, I'll be able to get normal alot quicker, oh yea it's a young doctor's intern, from the Rehabilitation center that says she would like to talk to you about your recovery, I told her I would ask and see, don't no one believe your 100 percent well, alright mom tell her I don't want to talk, and for her to have a nice day. I need to learn how to drive, slow down you will, you can't get it all in one day, without the rules to, so be patient. Alright, we will be on the coast line in a few minutes. Let's start in the harbor. Monterey, mom was jumpy he wanted to get out and run around. Euphrates booked him up, and they were ready to go. Dawn ask what he wanted her to do. Euphrates told her, that they were looking for large sea shells the kind you could put, up to your ear and hear the ocean, they needed to buy some if they could find them, they were running into the same.
Problem as on the phone, no one wanted to talk about. Abalone are the shells, but Del had a better understanding of how to go about it so he pulled one of the fishermen to the side, and ask how much would it cost to get some of the shells, he told Del that he needed to go inland and talk to the stores that makes, the arts and craft, things out of the shells, so they got back in the car and went into Sea side to the shops by the warf, with Del doing the talking they found the shells, but the people used them to make all kinds of things, and they were not given up there source, but they had some shells to sale, they would be expensive, so they just got 20 shells at 4 dollars a piece just so they didn't make the trip for nothing, and they were on there way back to Berkeley it was a good traffic day the coast was sunny, so Del pulled over and let Euphrates under the wheel, they turned off and took a road to the open spaces with little traffic, Euphrates tried the signals, passing as if there were cars, the speed, and how to slow down pull off the road and turn around, to get the feel of the car, he did alright, it wouldn't belong before he could drive, so he return the wheel to Del, and they were on the way back to Berkeley, Euphrates was feeling good about the day, and was ready to get back, Dawn was proud of him and it showed.

Danny A. Jones 69.
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But her mind was on the lady from the rehabilitation center that wanted to talk to him. So bad, I'll give her your number, so you can talk to her, and be done with it, ok if that's what you want, it's not what I want, it's what you need. Are you saying that I need this woman, no, that's not what I'm saying, I'm saying, you need a Quick draw Plan. To keep the devil up off your back, and the way to start it is.

Matt 6:33

But seek First the Kingdom of God and his righteousness, and all things shall be added to you.

You need to put This scripture on your heart, So you can stay in the game. Because

Prov 18:21

Death and life are in the power of the tongue, and those who love it will eat its fruit.

Because Satan will try you, again and again.

Matt 4:1. But He answered and said, It is written, man shall not live by bread alone, But by every word that proceeds from the mouth of God.

Danny & Jones 76.
Jones,

It's what we want you to do. To stay ready and learn how to read people, places and things. So you can have a good life in front of you. Alright mama I love you too. They were back to the house, it was late, so they went to bed.

Exterior was up and gone before the house hold was woke, she new by the time she got back, there would be a lot of questions. But there were other things on her mind, she was on her way to check in on her uncle to pull him up to speed on what she was doing. She was at his door, before breakfast, he answered the door, and said you want some breakfast, yea. I came to have it with you, he would cook for them, because they would be talking, so what's on your mind, things are going good. I'm going to be starting to put together some phones. But, I have a problem, no back up, I might be harmed behind my new ideals, about the phone, I was thinking that I could go in with one of the big companies, that way I would have some protection on me, I won't be ready to let anyone know for at least 60 days, a few other problems with manufacturing, but things are looking good.

I'll talk to your dad, and let him know, what you need, we will put our heads together, and see if we can clear you some space, and do you need any help with anything else? If you do let me know, How the place.
Jones

it's just what I needed, don't worry just put it together, you so much like your dad, I know you going to make some money, let's eat I got to get on the move. Exterior left feeling a lot better, it was still earely so she called CC, to see what he had come up with, she needed to find out if he had come up with anything she would see if he new any fisherman and have some lunch with him, CC didn't take long to find the restaurant that Exterior was at, he was happy to see her, and told her, that he had been thinking about her and what kind of material did she need to know about, to start her project, she told him, that she didn't want to go with the conventional plastic for the body. But sea shells, did he know anybody that could get them for her, she could only use one kind so far, that she new of that would work, she told him what she needed, and he said he would check into it for her, he wanted to know how she had been doing, she said working trying to stay busy, and get this company up and running. CC had been busy also with work, this Bit coin currency had been driving him, and everybody eals crazy trying to understand how it works, most of the action was over seas, so you couldn't see it working, somebody had to get left holding the bag, the way CC was looking at it. They had a good lunch, But CC had to get back to work, so he left and Exterior headed back to...
The warehouses, when she got there, Euphrates made unknown were working on the shells. They were all cleaned, and ready to be experimented with. There was no way that the final product could be put together on an assembly line. So that meant she had to have employees, when Exterior got back unknown showed her the same rhythm of life, and Euphrates showed her the verses of scripture that his mother gave to him, to catch her up, on what he thought she didn't know. But they were on her phone too, so anything that's on your phone is on mine too. This is new but nice to know, we are all connected so now the shells, looking, they cleaned and ready to go, looks like you can get two phones out each one of these. The thing is what we going to cut these down with, we need a bolted down saw, and sander to be safe, ask Delif he will take us to the hardware store, so we can get these machines, that sounded like music to Euphrates ears, he was waiting on the next lesson with the car, so he went to ask his dad if he would take them and if he could get another lesson, moon was ready to go, as they all got in the car and left for the store, they ended up having to go to a machine shop to get what they needed, and a big parking lot so Euphrates could get sometime in behind the wheel. He was looking good, he would have it all down in a few more times. Fast learner. When they got...
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And unloaded, the car. Dawn
and Exterior had dinner ready, and they all
set down to eat and talk about the pome and the
scriptures, and the lady that was chasing Euphrates.
They all were on him about that.

Look at your phone
Another message

Hunger
I could nore, hate you
Than I, hate myself
California

I came from you, The
central valley, the land
I love

You could probably feed
The world

You should be, like a
mother bird, protecting her nest
acting as a decoy, to protect
But with you, California

I see the crops
You didn't plant this year
As I know, the ones
You just don't grow anymore
California, you're letting hunger

Rob the body, and minds
Jones

OF a Culture
your in a whirl pool, going
down the path of a
different Road
you should be the spark
OF life.
the gathering place
Do you
not hear, the
Taunting voice, of society
People are surviving, like
Rodents, on left over
Harvest grain
In the land, of milk
and Honey
california, while vast
Technology, books
Like it misses, nothing
But the soul
you let the nights, sleep
Be full of
Turmoil
only to awaken, to the
Physical claw
OF Hunger

unknown. said I think, we just got the answer.
Harry D. Jones 75.
James

To what way we, suppose to go Euphrates said yea it looks that way to me to, what you think Exterior I think we on the right track, so as you say, let's get on down the road, a little bit. Don't worry Exterior I got this, I'll set up the machines and tomorrow start cutting everything down to size.

Euphrates what you going to do man, Think I'm going to call that woman, and see what she want, I'm going to talk to my folks, unknown felt the pulling of time tug at his happiness, it felt to have two friends, that gave that feeling of unconditional love, yes he was glad to he here, with both of them, as he thought of the things, that were really happening, he had never thought he would be apart of anything so pure and true, Exterior was thinking about CC when she went to bed, he really did like her, she didn't want him, to fall in love, because she had a lot to do in this new world and she didn't want to hurt him, so she would have to set the rules in stone, and see if he could live with that, Euphrates took to heart, that his mother had ulterior motives about the woman she wanted him to see, so he would comply with, and to her wishes he felt alive, and to have two friends like he had, he felt that his time had finally changed, and that felt good. That night they all got good sleep, and was ready to go to work the next morning it would be tedious work, but that was alright with unknown, First he would cut them all out, then sand them down.
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Euphrates thought he might as well get this lady out the way, so he could help unknown, so he got the number from his mother so he could call the lady. She wanted an interview, so he gave her the race houses address. She said she was coming the next day, unknown was enjoying the work. He had the sander hummin' paying close attention to the work. Exterior and Dawn were talking about the lady that was coming to see Euphrates, they were putting their plan together. For her, they would be ready no matter what she ask. Del didn't give a damn. He just laugh, at all the fuss where was mean, at he needed to take a walk. Yes, tomorrow was going to be an interesting day, unknown was thinking about what he told Exterior about needing back up he thought. Did she take him seriously? I think she did, but she is not worried about nothing today. So I'm not going to worry about it either. I'll finish the sanding tomorrow. I get a lot done today, what we having for dinner now? are we having dinner? Del said they must of felt like I felt it was time to eat. It was some spaghetti and meat balls, and the fixings. He was Hungry, Euphrates was bring up the rear we would eat together tonight. The next morning, they were up and at it early. Exterior was up because she is a morning person. She said that's when she thinks best. Dawn was up making coffee and something to eat. Exterior got a look at the sanded shells, and said they are beautiful. But the main thing was you could still hear the sound of the
Jones

Ocean, that was very discouraging to her. She almost had all the pieces together, she would do it herself, when the time was right, Euphrates knew it would be in the evening time, before she got here. But she called and told him it would be in the morning. Was that ok, I'll be there at 9:00, you we got a in coming message. It's a sermon. From the Gate.
From The Gate

Evangelists, Gospel Preachers! I'm here to tell you what I know to be true. This sermon never stops, One way are the other; It's working. We're going to start this off with a lot of reading, with a word from God here and there. Hopefully we can find what you need today.

People I do know this, That almost Everybody likes Gifts. Let's see if we can find Some Spiritual Gifts, Please Go with me to the Book of Ephesians:

EPH: 4:7-13

1. But to each one of us grace was given according to the measure of Christ's gift.

2. Therefore He says:

when he ascended on High, He led captivity captive, Captive and gave gifts to men.

Pastor:
Who but God, can do that,
He led captivity captive,
We will get back to that Let's Get on down the road a little bit.

Barry D. Jones 79, 79.
Pastor: And finish reading These Scriptures.

**EPH. 9**

Now this, He ascended what does it mean but that he also, First descended into the lower of the Earth?

9. He who descended is also the one who ascended far above all the heavens, that He might fill all things.

10. And He Himself gave some To be apostles, some prophets, some Evangelist's, and some pastors and teachers,

11. For the equipping of the Saints for the work of Ministry, for the edifying of the body of Christ.

12. Tell we all come to the Unity of the faith, and of the Knowledge of the Son of God, To a perfect man, to the measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ.

Harry D. Jones

80.
Pastor: Now what I'm talking about is the road of life as it was showed to me. In my dream on 10-30-14. There were arms up under mine. I tried to look and see who. I was flying with but couldn't turn my head to see. Then looking down from up high. I seen two of the biggest ash gray tubes that I have ever seen, one had been cracked open. Something was moving inside looking like tapioca pudding that was red hot like lava. I got one quick look down and seen, I didn't have any feet. And God said, I'm taking you off this road.

This is the reason I'm here today, you might gather that I have seen my road to life. But I know that can change. To if I don't do what he tells me, to do.

That's another sermon, for another time. I know that's alot to take in. But He's going to give it back to you now, if you listen.

Please go to:

Matt: 7:13-14

13. Enter by the narrow gate: For wide is the gate and broad is the way that leads to destruction, and there are many who go in by it.

14. Because narrow is the gate and difficult is the way which leads to life, and there are few who find it.
PASTOR: Like it our not, your in this race, and you might need to know, Don't bet on nobody, on this earth but, yourself, and how close you came to knowing God, while your on this earth, you most definitely, have to get in the right lane, and come through Jesus, and all he stands For.

Please Go To
2 Timothy 1:9

9. Who has saved us and Called us with a holy calling, Not according to our works, But according to his own purpose and Grace which was given to us in Christ Jesus before Time began.

PASTOR:
Time is of little In Gods plan for us, On this earth. But our reverence, for God Is the most important thing, on this earth. Because your time is not his time. The road is Jesus Christ, for the ones of you that don't know, Satan is the other road, plan and simple, Life is the course you have to understand to take part of Jesus Plan you have to get off that road to hell.

Gary D. Jones 82.
Please stay with me and go to.

EPH 1:14.

14. who is the guarantee of our inheritance until the redemption of the Purchased Possession, to the Praise of his glory.
Euphonia, she introduced herself, and went straight for the jugular, how long have you been recuperated, about 60 days, what do you do for the rehab center, I write and analyze people for right now, what you trying to get a diagnosis, are you a psychoanalyst, that's what your eyes say, why you drive way down here to see me, what do you really want, I had to see if it was really possible, and why you, your trying to find out something, I don't even know, this is a blessing from God, do you believe, yes I do, but don't know what to think about it, mad at it, want to know why, had to come and see, if it could be a real miracle, they say that's what you are, it's my job to see, and try to understand, you and why you, miraculously got so much better, my goal in this life, is becoming clearer and clearer everyday and it don't have nothing to do with you, I have a new life, and I would like to live it in peace. OK I can understand that, I need a few more days to make my report, will that be alright.

[Signature]

Larry D. Jones M.D.
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that's ok she would be around a few more days doing whatever she do, unknown had everything under control, Exterior was getting her tools together, yes things were moving, that was a strong sermon, It stayed on your mind, after you read it, Exterior was in the shop looking at the parts, that the 3D printer was kicking out, she took a few with her to a work table, and set down, unknown bring me some of them shells, ok here you go Exterior was in her own world, as she took to, her work at hand, her soldering Iron was hot, as she was putting things together, we let her alone, and went to wait, as if we were waiting on, a new child. When I wake up, I woke Euphrates, so he could help me put Exterior to bed, when we woke up that morning, she was back at her work, we made something to eat, Euphrates took mom out we are Del and Dawn were up and wanting to help cook, I was fine with that, I took Exterior some food and coffee, and, let her alone, she had that determined look on her face, yell at me if you need anything, there was a knock on the door, Euphrates went to get it, It was for him anyway, the rehab lady, good morning, I know it's kind of early, But I wanted to see, how the waking treats you, mom was right there, checking her out, I'm at work right now, I'm on call, I work right here for Exterior she is a entrepreneur in the internet and phone business, what do you do, I put things together, what is your
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Paula

name anyway King, ok if you want this interview, to go on, you are going to, talk to my mother, that way we can get more done, the more she tried to get the farther away he pushed her so she would play this through the mother, Euphrates was off, to find unknown and see what Exterior had him doing, unknown said we are waiting on the birth of a new phone, she is working on it none stop. This paula. King is going to be prying into my life, I don't worry about her, there is nothing in your life to hide, your clean as white fish, as for as your goes, what she cant find out is about how the three of us are connected through the mind, and the phone, you know that makes us look suspicious, you can't even tell Del and Dawn either, before we know what's going on with this situation, let's be careful as we can, about us, and our safety, the rest of the day went by, and Euphrates said by to paula, she said see you tomorrow, Exterior had been at it all day, she said she would be ready to test it tomorrow. They were up early, and gone before paula was there, Exterior had both phones, she gave Euphrates one, she kept the other, she ask
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unknown if he new a part of town that didn't have cameras, that was easy enough he took them to a small black business area where they cooked soul food, him and Euphrates got out there with one phone and was waiting for Exterior to call she had to find a place that was far enough away that it would have to ping off, are go through a bell tower, she hoped she wouldn't get a ticket because she was going to call, while she was on the move, she drove for ten minutes, that should be far enough away to hit a few bell towers, so she pushed the number through, and it started ringing she said Hello, Euphrates said Hello, and Exterior hung up the phone, she'll be here in a few minutes, yea it works, so we in business, the memory was not stored in the phone, it showed no Hello, so it stored it's self in the persons mind, just as she had programed it, to pigie back off the internet, she had to pick up the boys, and get back to the warehouse this was great she could get on with a plan now, she picked up unknown and Euphrates, and they were ladies like they did something wrong, and Exterior said that was the sweets voice I ever heard on the other end of that phone, what you think about that unknown, one of my old friends said, the sweets voice he ever heard was
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AN OLD SAYING

Sing it out your mouth

It was misunderstood

By family and friends

In so precious of times

In his life

They cried where Eals

Can she sing it from

They didn't understand

what he was talking about

Being young, Not able to

Express his Feelings

He left it at that

Her voice was the sweetest

Thing he ever heard

It consumed Him

Like heatwaves, rolling

Through the air

It touched him

Inside and out

Grabbed his soul

He felt the silk in her

voice, that excelled

His heartbeat, So he

Could, Say nothing but

Sing it Out your mouth

Even though he knew
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It was coming
straight from her
heart and soul, that's
what He mean
when He say
Sing it out your
mouth.

Do you understand that yea, we on the same
page, back at the warehouse, she was there paula
was just socializing with dawn and man, who had
taken to her, she must be alright are he would of
let it be known, it was a nice setting everybody
in a peaceful state of mind, unknown said you know
this changes things quite a bit, like a breath of
fresh air, and a hope that things could change.

The Heroin epidemic

the opium crisis, it's like looking back in the mirror
33 or 34 years ago when they had the three day
hooking dope on the streets, That would take
you 15 to 20 years to kick the habit, Mexican brown
powered dope, cut with lactose, for the best
scratch in the world, It was Black neighborhoods
that were destroyed back then, This time it's
the white kids, that need the help. The nation 89,
is putting forth help to stop it, But they don't know
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what they need, are How to give it to them to stop it, because it's a terrible thing to see, It's satan in one of his truest forms, for the people that don't take rehab well, and pain is the only thing, they understand, God help them there is pain so raw that it never leaves, your mind our heart, no more than a week or two over many many years; It brings pain and situations that last for the rest of your life years of the pain when your trying to get off the drugs, your heart and your bones feeling like you want to unlock them, and put them away in a bag, all the time your heart bursting, your looking at the most beautiful thing in the world, your baby boy, standing up to heroin, is what you had to do, all the time wanting your next fix, are fighting for your babys health, He stamped his rig into the road, so his baby would have a chance, that's what I do Know about all the ends and outs of that drug they started with a fight and heroin, his big brother, and his little brother were buddled over something there was a little smoke from the matches, but the smell was not the matches, it took a minute to see what they were doing, I had been gone away for 5 or 6 years, and I didn't mess with no drugs, His body was his god he was built 90 perfectly enough to be in a book, He was a body builder
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Start putting it together, so we can do what we can, to help that gave unknown what he needed to start his plan. Euphrates should have his appointment for the drivers test, and have his licenses real soon, when they got back to the warehouse, Exterior hit the shop, to start working on another phone when Euphrates got back, he was very happy about passing the test, and his appointment for the drivers test. I only had one thing on my mind, what did I miss, we donated some money, to the poor side of town to a church, and I'm going to open up a rehab, and call it the House, that's good man, that you have the right frame of mind, what we doing now just helping Exterior get another phone ready, I like the way she doing this, we will miss all the heat, I know the only thing on your mind is a Car, I don't blame you, the first one, means the world to a person, I already got Exterior all she needs when you get your license, I'm going to teach you how to ride, where did that lady go, she went home, and that's not a bad thing, she got what she needed, you know my mother told her all she wanted to know, where's moon at he out back I'm going to get him, so we can take a walk yeah, that's good, moon was ready to go, he 107.
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Jones had been spending a lot of time back here and then he saw why, there was a dog on the other side. He had made a friend, but it was time to go on this walk. Unknown was thinking about The House. He didn't want it on the poor side of town, to easy to get to the stuff, whatever it was you needed, but first things first, and that was to help Exterior, and Euphrates, they were becoming his life, he felt as if they were apart of him.

We HERE You Calling
Omnipresent ones
we learnt
How to let
our minds
walk down there
with your bones
And Souls
we didn't mean for
you to be host.
It was hard to
here you calling
From the bottom
of the oceans.
We see your Bones
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Are scattered
From AFRICA
To Here
I see, the dust
Rising from the
Hot Ground
As you, use to
DANCE
The Native dance
To the thumps
of the Drums
I smell
The womens
Musk
That unlocks the
Keys of life
No time are
Distance matters:
your before
my Life
your of all
Time
I hear you calling
we understand Now
How to Acknowledge you
your as the waves
That Crash...
The shoreline
Bringing Hope
And Change
All different
But the same
we here the
Peoples cry
we here you calling

unknown had long before this, wanted to start something
that would free his spirit and lay down the hurt and pain
to his heart, This is for his mother, As the poem Mama
was wrote for her in that dream, This was also made for her.

This RELIGION

our religion would be, based
on the faith of God, Are any higher
power that you worship as your Saviour

OR goal for, THE House, is to heal and relieve pain
through prayer membership is open to all human-
beings, of any religious Faith, Are none at all
our mission is to connect the power of prayer
for a pacific illness in a persons body
Jones

Touch of Life:

Is to give you a chance, to help someone in pain.
No Guaranty, But we will pray to remove your pain.
Are help your illness, let us know your name and
the diagnosis of your disease and condition from
its symptoms, so we can start praying to get you
well. your life is part of a grand scale, let us work
together for a better Life, yours and mine.

Healing Disciples:

Our Disciples, are in training learning to heal
through prayer. From the smallest pain our illness,
To the Text book cases. Any disciple can, obtain
through training. The healing deliver status, when
proven through prayer, to have healing power, and
has healed a person, are persons.

THE Healing Deliver:

Has been proven through his works, He teaches
the disciples, how to discern by themselves also the
techniques of healing through prayer.

This Organization

was Founded May 14th 2001

In memory of Doris Jenetta Jones

In Her words, No matter what you

Have To Keep on living

That gave me, the strength to persevere

This is a nonprofitable Organization
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unknown was content, with his plan for the future things were falling into place it was time to check on Exterior, and Euphrates would be gone for awhile.

This is a Bible verse, Ecclesiastes: 3:1-8 Everything Has a Time

1. To everything there is a season, a time for every purpose under Heaven;

2. A time to be born, And a time to die;
   A time to plant, And a time to pluck what is Planted;

3. A time to kill, And a time to heal;
   A time to break down, And a time to build up;

4. A time to weep
   And a time to laugh,
   A time to mourn, And a time to dance;

5. A time to cast away stones, And a time to gather stones 112.
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A time to Embrace,
And a time to refrain from Embracing;
6. A time to gain
And a time to lose
And a time to throw away;
7. A time to tear,
And a time to sew;
A time to keep silence,
And a time to speak;
8. A time to love
And a time to hate;
A time of war,
And a time of peace.

Did you get a chance to read that scripture it's a pome out the bible, I read it, is Exterior stall in the shop yea she in there. It's going to take a day or two, but in the mean time, we can stay ready to help her, I wonder how she's going to pick the next customer, to tell you the truth we all need to get together and pray, about it I'm going to pray about it tonight, have you been giving any thought to the messages, and the scriptures that's been coming down the line, The Foundation for the House will be basted on prayer, Just 113.
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feel like your accomplishing something when you're praying, yea I feel like that two. How you holding up mentally, your life has changed so much, so Quick, but all I see is you moving forward, and that's a good thing, your well-rounded. Your mother and father are watching you turn into a man, they are very lucky to have you, whatever you're going to do, with the rest of your life I hope that Exterior and me will be in your life too, it would be kind of hard to break this bond that we still trying to figure out, but right now I think that we're in the right place, have you slowed down enough to think about what kind of job you want, that surveillance equipment, I can't wait to see it, we should take a ride to the shops, we need to hurry up and get that set up, and it's going to be a lot of equipment, top of the line, well whatever we get Exterior can set it up, for the internet that's her thing, let's ask Del if he would take us down to the stores, we better leave moon here, what we need to do is try to find out, where they get these supplies from so we can try to get it with a discount, on the equipment, yea let's do that, let Del take one of the clerks, and we will take the others, to see what we can find out, they were almost there and Del was glad he could help, when they went in the store, and split up Del had the clerks, A very young man, so he just ask him, where do 114...
You get all this stuff, well we get our supplies from Bulls Eye over there by the junior college. Do you need anything else sir, not right now. Thank you Del looked up and waved for unknown and Euphrates to come over, they did and he started walking toward the car. When they were in the car, he said they get all the equipment from Bulls Eye over there by the junior college, let's go find it. It was about lunch time and there were young ladies everywhere. Euphrates had a grin from ear to ear. Del said go find out, where it's at I'm going to the store. Del found out that it was on the next street over, unknown was having a good laugh, watching Euphrates, trying to talk to the girls he would be alright, as long as he was trying it would be alright. They were back and we were moving on to the supplies store on the next street. Bulls Eye there it was, we all went in and there wasn't that many people in the store, a lot of space, we ask to speak to the manager. It took a few minutes and he showed up, we ask him about the surveillance supplies what would it coast to supply a start up store with all the latest equipment, who would we talk to about that he said you're in the right place. But wrong person I'll give you his number to call, because he out of town right now, ok that's fine, we will leave our number.
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with you. Tell him to ask for Exterior about the price and equipment. Thank you hope to be seeing you soon. On the way back, Del let Euphrates drive and he handle it like a champ, that was good to see. Moon was waiting at the door, Exterior was out the shop, with a smile on her face, that was good to see. Euphrates told her that, their was going to be a man, calling about the surveillance equipment, tomorrow are the next day so what do we need to be ready, we need space, to make a display of the goods, it all depends on the space, for the internet shot, it will be fine. Euphrates will he be calling or should we pick it up, let him call, that way you can negotiate on the price ok. Unknown, how is the phone coming, along its done, they make a beautiful pair. I'm glad you ready to go to work, yea it's that time, you have the phone number to that place, yes it's called the Bulls eye. I can take care of this on the phone and have it delivered, let's get the space ready for the cameras and all. Let me call him now, somebody will handle the stores business and I'll have somebody coming by when the equipment and supplies get here. He will set the place up, and get the inter access turned on, here is his number, when the supplies get here call him, and he will take care of everything else. I have to go to London, to take care of some business, and see my father, I'll be gone for 4 or 5 days, I will be leaving one of the phones with you guys, so we can test it. Kill to birds with one stone love you, I'll catch the plane tonight. J16.
I'm going to leave my car at the airport, so when I get back, I can just come home, no matter what time it is. I'll leave the phone with you unknown, but make sure one of you has it at all times. Euphrates have your license when I get back, yes mom, as quick as possible, let me go and talk to your mother before I leave, on her way to the airport, she was putting her trip together in her mind, she would get home to her father's house, where she grew up, the biggest part of her life, her father was always on the move, he worked for people you didn't talk about, he stayed out of jail, so it was probably good clean work why did he act like he was working for the secret service or better? But he loved her very much, he just wasn't around that hope I can catch him, if not I can take care of the banks draft, open an account in my name and send my money home, she had everything she needed to get the job done when she opened her account at the bank, her uncle would transfer the money to her, she would leave $2 a million in her uncle's account, for rent and doing her a favor, the maids would be there to let her in at her father's house, she was ready to get some sleep, so she would be sharp at the bank, tomorrow everything went as planned, she was up early at breakfast dressed and on her way to the bank, she talked to
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the managers on the floor, she wanted to open an account then deposit 2½ million dollars, that would be transferred from this other bank to my new account with you, the other bank already knows, they are waiting for your call in 30 minutes everything was taken care of and she was on her way, she left a message for her father, but in the meantime, she was going to check on some old friends, that would be happy to see her, they went to school together, she knew where to find them, the old in crowd was still together. Ana and Clare were very much still, in the same young single and free, exterior. Caught them at the club, that the wealth women hung out at. It was just Wednesday and her girls Ana and Clare were running full tilt, before three in the daytime, she would just have to keep up, it had been a while since she drank and smoked, club to club became a blur, and they were catching a cab home, exterior told them she had to get some sleep, she would call them tomorrow, she slept all night through, it was early morning, she would wait to a better hour, to call back home to the states, they alright are eals they would of called, I gave Dawn this number she would get something to eat, and go do some shopping spend some of this money, it was like x mas she bought something for everybody, and her some new weapons, for her wardrope she had to get a new suitcase it came in handy to get all the new things to her fathers house, she
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chose not to call the girls, and called to the states.

the phone worked better than expected unknown said

hello, and Exterior said how you doing, alot better now that

you called, I almost have everthing did, just have to see

my father, then Ill be coming home, did the surveillance

equipment get there I called and tookcare of it before.

I left, yea it got here, and the man you picked came

and did a hell of a job, He did above and beyond what he

was suppose to do, he showed us things we would need to.

Know. about this equipment, and how to use and sale it,

where is Euphrates he went to the Dmv to do his driving

test, don't worry he going to pass. no doubt, you can start

looking for the House, To start the rehabilitation center.

Thats what I'm talking about, thats great, me and Euphrates

felt you lastnight, you must of been sleeping hard, I was

tell Euphrates Ill talk to him later, things were going as

planned, all she really had to do was catch up with her fathe

she called her friends and let them know, she had another-

day to spend with them, But they said they ran into her

old boyfriend, and he wanted her number, they said they

couldnt give it to him, but they would give her his number

so that's what we did, do you want it, yea let me have it

It's been a longtime, it would be nice to see him again.

Talk to you two later, She called him right then and

got him at home, he was just waking up, But when
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his senses kicked in, he was very excited to be here from her all he said was when can I see you tonight, meet you at club foresight see you then, she called her girls and let them know where they would be going, pick me up, when you girls are ready she went to inspect the ammunition, she would go with the powder blue dress, diamond in the back, it was made on her it looked so right, that it set her eyes on, like sparkling diamonds, she was ready, a real Brick House, Good lord, she was fine. When they got to the club, she was turning heads, putting cramps in some people's necks, he seen her, the pain in his heart was still there for letting her go, he hoped she had forgiven him, she could feel her phone vibrating, she would answer it later.

Stomp Down To The Bone
It can make you weak
Are it can make you strong
Me and my woman
Was having big worries
Our relationship was
Standing at
Zero visibility
A woman's way
You will never know
So we parted
That very night
Money isn't all it takes
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To keep it right
I left it all to her
that was, in sight
That's the way, life
makes you feel
when you love someone
It can make you weak
are it can make you strong
when you do it
Stomp down to the bone
But day come tomorrow
I'll be in a new light
I'll be looking for
A new woman
She could be
A Hightop
Low Bottom
Blooming, Blossom
our A Church
House beauty
whatever she is
She has to love me
Stomp down, to the bone
Don't let her be like
water
Danny G. Jones 121.
That will take
any shape or form.
Because when I love
I love stomp down
To the bone

There was only one thing, that was going to put out this fire, there was a little talk, she went to tell her freinds that she would call them later, they turned and left the club, they got his car and were off to his place, where they had to put out the flames. They parted that morning new fellings about each other, Exterior took a cab to her fathers house, hoping he would be home, but that wasn't so, she call her freinds and let them know she would be leaving tonight, talk to you later, she had to get her things together, clean up and eat, then she could call and let them know she would be on her way home tonight, when when she called on the new phone, Euphrotes answered, and the first thing he said was that he had his license thats good, He ask are you alright, we tried to reach you with our minds it was like you were there, but we couldn't get to you, and then this pome came up on the phones, you should check the memory, so we will know how it works I know it don't work like that, It's in my head to, where is unknown, he right here, let me talk to him 122.
well I have everything done but seeing my father

im on my way back tonight, Take care of your heart
girl. That night this scripture popped up on the
phone (Hebrews 10: 24 -25)

24. And let us consider one another
In order to stir
up love and good works

25. Not forsaking the assembling
of ourselves together;
As is the manner of some,
but exhorting one another;
and so much more
As you see the Day approaching.

Exterior had a good sleep on the plane when
she got back to the bay area, it was early
morning when she got to her car, with all the
Luggage everything was alright and she was on
her way home. She had read the scriptures, they
ment just what they should be doing. She had to
lay the foundation to her. unknown and Euphrates
Lives, they were in this together and it was
more than her safety now, she would deal with
her father stuff later, what she needed
was a plan for the near future, that wouldn’t
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damaged them in the present our the distant
future she didn't need to make a deal with the
devil. Because he surely would let you, she had to
explore the God side of this a little more, she would
have to look back and see what unknown, and the records
were saying about the devil and his coming ways, we
would have to get together on that as she pulled up to
the warehouse they were waiting on her to show
moon made present known as soon as the front
doors was open, it was jugs and kisses all around
Euphrates and unknown, if you won't, what I got for you,
you have to go to the car and get my luggage with
it, they didn't have no problem with that, and Del went
right with them, when Everybody got threw inspecting
there gifts and all thank yous, they could tell she had something on her mind, Del and Dawn excuse there
secrets Exterior said we need to make some plans for our
future, what we have here is real on a spiritual blessing that
we have to learn more about as time goes by it looks like we all are getting stronger, and the messages are getting to us any-
time it has something to say, we have to start paying better
attention to the messages that work best through you
unknown, what is it saying to you now.
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Common Ground

THE LosAnales Roit 1992

The laundry mat, was on central almost to watts, it was a busy corner, the Liq store was, across the street and down a little bit, there was a motel across the street. The motel and the laundry mat, was on the same side of the street, with a street inbetween, them, and the alley on the otherside of the laundry mat where hookers plumps and husselers, ployed there trade, There was a sandwich and soup place, next to the laundry mat, They stayed very busy, selling more than soup and sandwiches, A shutdown cleaners, Then the alley, the whole city of LosAnales was paused, the concrete jungle was alive, still breathing, LosAnales was like watching open heart surgery, LA was almost at a stand still, On that overcast, gray evening, Everybody waiting on the Rodine King Verdict.

THE neighborhood store, was to the right on the corner, They were financing most of the hot items, and buying all food stamps, It was a busy block, and A half, He new the people, All the youngsters around were, looking kind of crazy, packing they heat, no disrespect mam, But its time to go, Its not going to be safe around here, she said my...
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Close is still wet, I haven't dried them yet, he said I'll help you put them in your car. No I'm going to finish washing it, closeing right now, you know but I don't care, who they hit come on. High Low lets close and get to steping out of here we got to go way across town, And then it was on the verdict was in, Bullit's started to fly and nobody cared where they landed, so many sounds of death reaching you at once, screeching tires, as loud as a women's scream. Breaking glass, Boom the RTD hit the curb and surr back to the street, As another center block was crashing through the front windo, the flying death that was saling through the air like ships couldn't be stopped. She said I'm ready to go we locked up, and hit it, cutting through neighborhood all kind of people were heading for the supermarkets our the neighborhood stores. It was an unspoken truce for A few hours for most people, people were everywhere. It looked like some one was emptying the milkyway of its stars Black brown yellow, babies running behind there mothers they were trying to get to the stores, before they were picked clean, when we hit the fig there was so many people in front of a liquor store, they were going in there, like it or not when high low got home his brother left on foot, before he got back down there, to the liquor store they had started ramshacking the place, most of the people were just trying to get what they
Jones

Roit

could, you still had rent to pay, when he got back to Vernon “Rent wouldn’t be so hard to have this mounth. The Banks were burning, supermarkets picked clean the place was looking like a drive through, eating place the young men were in teams, they drove stolen u-haul trucks straight accross the street and into A Goal exchange, and the alarm went off, it was a tape of rapid gun fire, that was blaring on the speakers. the, trucks hole front end, was inside with the young men that had there guns out, hold people back, intell they got what they came for, then they gave it back to the people, to clean up, the rest of the loose change it was getting late but the roit was getting stronger, all the way from Hoover to Fig people was makeing trip after trip, storing there goods, like a squirrel storing his winter nuts, there was this eating place that debt, with the night crowd they sold Heroin bought up all the hot merchandise that came through at night, The fence was a Big young man of about 35 or 40 he was packin a big 45, and collected the hussel money from the dealers, But he was in troble tonight and, he new it wasnt no help coming, and he had a decision to make and quick, because they had started burning anything that wasn’t black owned are ran by blacks, It
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was so many people, God was on the owners side for him to last this long, they had seen each other before, and his eyes said help me, but there was no help that he could get he had did to many people wrong and if he didn't leave now he would never leave, without talking he gave him a head wave to come on, and lets go, with his cowboy Boots, watches and rings on, he told him to take all that off, without saying a word, and we started walking side by side down fig and moving on, we got back to the other hiQ store, and it was cleaned out, that's when we parted, with a nod, and all I heard was the sound of them cowboy boots, talking to the sidewalk, He said to this day, He don't know why He saved that mans life, He said he hadn't seen a police car in 6 to 7 hours the Roit just kept picking up steam, It was all on the tearms, of the Roit now, when he got back to the corner, they had burned it to the ground and everything eals, all of the people that had cars, were heading for better things, Out of the Hood, people waiting on the police to come, but they never did, most of the people were trying to get to Hollywood, He had did his Good Deed for the Day, Gods work, He was trying to get to Hollywood, like everybody eals, But the walk to down town was about 2½ country miles, on the walk to down town it sounded like this, trade you this for that, No what eals you got to trade, trying to see.
Jones

who would show there hand first, they all had a chance at being robbed, if they got caught right by showing the wrong thing. This was still the first night everybody was hanging out smoking crack shooting dope, all night long, the next day, we found out where all the police were, all the police were in and around Hollywood, about evening the Coast Guard moved in, it was suppose to be a Curfew it was more like time out, The damnest thing I seen on the second day was the Coast Guard was rolling down the street in them big ass turchs right in front of the smokers, and this little person was in the middle of the street walking backwards out in front of them danceing, and rubbing herself yelling at the Coast Guard, trying to get a date, It looked and sounded real funny, The third night he had made it back to his brothers house and the big supermarket had coast guards on top, it was about 60 of them, on top of the building the corner was still smoking all the buildings were gone burned down to the ground, things had to start over, they took the curfew off the next day, But it would take a long time to heal, he said he heard that the Roit was having Anniversaries now.

Danny B. Jones 129.
Exterior said what I got was for me, what did you get. Euphrates said that there are two, very different sides anything might happen at anytime, unknown said that life can move in a wave of momentum that will carry you away, that you have to be apart of. To all the way in, understanding it, Euphrates said I can see that, hope I don't never get the chance to live it like that. Exterior please share what hit your mind that was just for you. To check more into the woman side of life in, the big cities, to help with a day's meal. To, day care, help get the women off the streets to help stop, some of the prostitution all around; help, I don't know what eals yet, But I'll be looking. At allot of these problems that overlap each other on allot of things, let's just make sure that were on the same page, about it all I think this is one of the reasons that we are together, so keep your Eyes open, for someone that has, as close to a pure
Heart as possible in this life and time, unknown. Said you know its a lot of ways to be true to heart in this day and time, a true Bad guy might change his heart and ways if you can find him you will have someone with his hand on the pulse of life in this day and time. Euphrates added young fresh and new we need to keep an eye out for that too, can we start looking for the Rehab House yes the quicker we get that started, the better. Unknown had found the house already, he had told them about it to stories 2 bath rooms up stairs 1 ½ bath rooms down stairs, 7 blocks away from the warehouse 8 Bed rooms, it was a good start, he would know if he could get it by next week this would be hand picked people to get the place up and running, Everybody was busy and the days just went by, Exterior had done, did the money transfer. So everything was good to go, on the House, they had to get furniture and kitchen stuff, all that took a few days, so the House was ready, unknown was looking for someone that wanted some help, but couldn't fight the power of the draw, back to it. All the different kind of draws, so he put the word out on the streets, that they wanted some people that wanted to help themselves, get back on their feet.
there feet not for the Courts, are any other punishment program. No one is telling you, when or where you can go, this program would be on your own tearms, no smoking in the house, if your caught drinking smoking dope, shooting dope, you out the house, if you are working, you will pay rent, this program is for, one year if by then you haven't found a job, you will be back on the streets, This foundation is designed to motivate people to get on there own, To believe in there self. unknown looked and listen while, they tried to explain what had happen in their life, and what do they think will get them on their feet, all the time looking for the tell sign, that helps make up your mind, about a person Everybody would need different kinds of help this was all about, one person at a time, having a chance to better their life, if its not about you don't be concern about it, Because Life owes you nothing, help yourself The first interview went bad, they needed help with their head, they needed a psychiatrist, and we are not license to give no therapy classes, the next interview was a young lady 35 are so, had been to prison, she was on parole now and having a hard time making ends meet her daughter was 10; and the state had her she talked good and went right to the problem she was having, couldn't make enough money to get a place So She could get her daughter back, unknown
got back to the warehouse. Exterior and Euphrates were happy to hear about the house, and the woman that was the first one, to be excepted in The House. After they had caught up unknown said, from talking to the people today, he was going to need a lawyer to find out what he needed to know, about running A Rehab House. It would be smart just to keep one at least the first year, that sounds like the right thing to do, you sound like one of my old friends telling me about the.

Law Library
The last six years
of the twentieth century
In Tell
The right bright
First ten years, of the
Twenty First Century
To obtain enterance
To the law library
Of most CDC law
Libraries
Is like holding a
catfish in hand
your forced to
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Beseage upon the
te  wheels of Democracy
over looking
The jabbering on
inundios about the
Reasons
you cant go In
Today
That's there mask
while your induring
The scaleing down
As if you were a Fish
letting time go by
Spinning you
As the life, Is drained
From you
Like Sap from A Tree
If you have never
Fought this Fight
Don't go carzy
Surely the pen
is mightier
Than the Soward
Stay in A
Soulful strut
Check your phones, we have a message coming in this is the first time they have been back to back let's try to understand this one,

**Touch of Headaches**

**And Bad Dreams**

The one-two punch, headaches and bad dreams, were put in a person's life to keep them in line with there, spirituality the soul and spirit has to come, to life. The attention headache is what I call it, because there is nothing else that matters when it's up on you, The raw fear of what is going to take place in your head, I don't think it makes any difference what religion you are, or if you go to church at all but the one thing you do know for sure is you need help, from somewhere, anywhere the soul will find a place to rest your mind, I don't know what they call this kind of headache but with the bad dreams they are virtually unbeatable together they are the one-two punch, as for headache I can say this, that pain is a very convincing tactic, but for the dreams one of the things that has truly kept my mind, in perspective of another life form, that has touched him from childhood to present day, the ability to focus on a dream, The one you never forget, are the one you keep having, remembering the turmoil in your mind, He had to send it to his soul, to find the...
answer. If you have ever had the misfortune, to have experienced the migraine you know, it's a force that will pull you out of your sleep like you were the sound, jumping off the end of a bull whip, Are pose challenges in a person's life, that's too hard to bare, in real life, 'Headaches' I would have to say is one of the most mitigating factors in his life, always brings him back to his God, just my opinion that headache were put in a person's life to keep them in line, they are sending a message, trying to be acknowledged, who assinged them to the same category. 'PAIN.' Now that I know how to fight through the pain, I can use it to be a problem solver, on the way to my peace of mind, department, and awareness. It's my opinion, is it worth anything, to anyone but me definitely in this matter me first.

Exterior and Euphrates were looking kind of shocked at what they had just read, on the phone, they would have to think about it and what it meant. Exterior said we have to find the right person to buy this next phone, she would talk to her uncle about it, Euphrates said he was going to spend sometime with his folks, and unknown was going to find another person to move into the house, it looked to him that the message was trying to tell them to watch there state of mind don't let nothing drive you carzy, And if it do, you have God, to go to.
Euphrates had a lot to think about, and he was glad his mother was there, he went to talk to her, about how fast things were changing, she let him know that's how life works, you have to be ready to change with it. Keep going back over the same old thing, that's what is bothering me now. Knowing what to do, your one of the only persons that people know of that, a real live miracle happen to, you contradict known scientific law, it's going to take awhile, to get used to it. So what do you think, you want to do with your life, I been thinking about the arm forces, I think that gives me the best experience that I can find, in this life, as far unknown and exterior there the best friends, a guy can have, I don't think we will ever be apart, your father will be proud of you, How soon are you thinking about going in, next year when. Im 23 in the meantime, Im going to learn all I can about the surveillance, systems so. I'll be in the right, I have to start working out and get in shape, so can pass my physical your father is going to be, so happy about this, now that I have a plan, I feel like I can get something done, let me go tell Dad, and see what he thinks about it, I still have 18 months to get ready, But it's good to know what your going to do.

Gary D. Jones 137.
Euphrates smiled at his mother, and left, unknown and Exterior was talking and laughing. But unknown was ready to go and check on some people. He had talk to one of his friends about this lady that had a son about ten or eleven, this would be a very, out of the way tenant, to have but this is going to be, that kind of house, so he was off to see, the woman, he would talk to Euphrates when he got back he had a good feeling about the woman and the boy, that dynamic would be good toward the feeling of a home, for everyone that lived there. Everything went good with the woman her name was Beatress, I think her and april would get along well when unknown got back to the warehouse. Euphrates and moon were waiting on unknown, Euphrates quickly explain to unknown what he had in mind, and when, that's good, man, what did Exterior have to say, she said, that's good. But right now we need to be thinking about the sale of another phone, they were ready to sale, the set they had, the pharmacetical companies were at war with a lot of people, people were saying a lot of bad things about them, so if we could find out what the truth is, we could help them, him and his partner, they had put in five or six years of testing and finally came up with the right thing, these pills, were cheap to make but this is where him and his partner fell out about the price. Arron was getting top dollar, and Ailven was taking all the heart ake, there was nothing he could do but start over, and make the pills again, and sale them, for what he felt was the right price.
no one knew how he felt he would make a public out
cry that it was not him, that pushed the price of the
pills up so high, it was his partner doing it. It was
mostly senior citizens that were benefiting from the
use of the pills, they unlocked the calcium from around
the joints of the fingers and toes. Back hips and all the joints
Exterior had took Euphrates lead and ran with it, by moring she
had researched him and found out what, she needed to know, to
try and get a interview with him, she was up early with him on
her mind, she would try to make a earley moring call, like the
first one of the day, to him, his secretary just happen not to be
at work yet, and he answered the phone Exterior
said hello may I speak to Mr Alven cook, yes this
is him speaking, my name is Exterior this is not a
 crank caller I run a phone, an internet company
what I have to tell you, I need to see you face to
face, could we meet for lunch, do you know the place
yes I know where its at, see you there for lunch.
It was a nice sunny day, and the yellow dress
that Exterior wore took your breath away, not
to much but enough to make you stop and look
at Mr Alven cook yes it was an outside cafe,
they get right down to business, By the time
the quick lunch was over she had a
contract deal, with Mr. Cook, she would set
the office up for him, He was going to need
the kind of help, she was offering
With his new plans, Alven was feeling alot more secure that his new data would not be hacked into, him and his partner were already making deep into the millions, he would just keep excepting his cut of the money, and then go into business for himself, there was to be three installments of pay, on a yearly bases, due to performance, all the equipment and phones had been ordered and was set to go to this new office building to the third floor, when Exterior got to the warehouse she told Euphrates, that he had a job to do tomorrow, mom and unknown, will be going to, where are we going to work, we have to get this internet and phones, set up for this new dummy company so he can keep his business to his self, alright that sounds like fun unknown said how did the deal go, it went good as planned we have three yes to get it right, and keep our taxes paid, that made everybody happy, let get some sleep, were going to have a long day tomorrow unknown and Euphrates were still talking when they made it to there room, moon was made go to his bed, don't worry boy, your going with us to set this office up, it was late when they got there the next morning, people were pushing and pulling on there way to, are coming from that office when she got there, the man that was excepting, all the equipment was glad to see her, so when all the stuff got there he could go, moon was watching all the action, they were moving from here to there setting up desks and walls, it was starting to take shape, the office was coming to life, when it was over and done with, everything was as it should be Exterior locked the place up, and gave the keys to the desk, if Euphrates had his way he would of had cameras, on the front and back door of the place they all enjoyed
Putting the fake company together, it wasn't all the way fake, it
still stored data but not the kind you would want to see. But took
care of everyday business. They all were ready to get back to the
warehouse, you know that we made $4 million for the phones, and
three years of payments, that will be growing every year, I say we
stay close to the company, because what alien is doing for the
people, he don't have to do, he could let his partner keep robbing
people, but he said he is going to stand up for the senior citizens.
I think we was right about him, having a pure heart, I'm glad we
all were in the same state of mind about him. Check your phone, we
have a message coming in.

---

**Biblical Ethics**

**Hebrews 10: 24-25**

And let us consider one another in order to
stir up love and good works. 25 Not forsaking
the assembling of ourselves together, as is the
manner of some, but exhorting one another and so
much the more as you see the Day Approaching.

**Ephesians 3: 2**

If indeed you have heard of the dispensation
of the grace of God which was given to me
for you.

The dispensation

(1) Stewardship (that God gave Paul for the benefit of the...
EPHESIANS had previously been a mystery now God was revealing this mystery more fully in Paul’s ministry to the Gentiles. The mystery was that Jews and Gentiles were to have an equal status in the church, the body of Christ.

EPHESIANS 2:8
For by grace you have been saved through faith, and that not of yourselves, it is the gift of God, not of works, lest anyone should boast.

SAY Euphrates what you think about that, I think that for the love of God we all have a chance to get into the kingdom of God, and how about you Exterior, I see the mysteries of the world coming together at some point and time, yea me to, like Revelations. Look do you remember on the plane you received this scripture once before, yes I see it now on my phone, we need to pray for guidance and assistance from God. It says we are of this family and we are the mystery of the new family, we have been overlooking our potential, we need to talk more it’s been more than a few days, since we have had commentary, from a real dream, Exterior being the one, with best knowledge of the Bible, the dream seemed to real, not to believe, in her life things were changing, real fast, what do you think unknown, I think it’s time to get on down the road, a little bit, puts me in a mind of what one of my old friends, told me about.
Twenty-four years and counting, and eased on by, all.
But the hard parts, that scared the brain resting
place, I didn't realize, or recognize what God had done
For me being in a war zone and not being able to protect
Ect yourself, one hundred percent because your
Hands didn't work, your thumbs stop communicating with
Your fingers you had to press down on the big thumb
Knuckle, if it popped, you could feel the calcim move if it
didn't crack, you had to pull on it, with your other hand
Between your fingers, and if, and when it popped that was
True pain, all day long you had to keep cracking or popping
Your thumbs knuckles, just to keep them working what little
They did work, The tension was so real, that it was vibra-
ting through the air, I had prayed long and hard not
To get caught up in the riot that was to come, because
Death rang out that very day, As a young man forgot where
He was at, and trying to run across the yard with a
Shank in his hand, trying to go and help his friends
He was shot dead, the other person that died just
got stuck to many times, That showed me that God would
Take care of me, To know and see, all that was happening
Around you, and it never touch you, I was blessed that
I caught that gate call, To go into the law library
The rowtando was a chain link fence, and we could
See everything, B yard Folsom 1946. Trying Times
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I think we all should sleep, on all this, but the night was quick, with no dream, coming but the situation pressing in there heads as soon as they were up, moon Del and Down were up, cooking breakfast. When they got up, one at a time, Exterior being first, she spoke to Del, and went over to talk to Down, you can surprise Euphrates, this morning about getting him a car, talk to his father about that. Alright, we'll go. Del, what you think about getting your, son a car? Can he afford it? I'll say he can sense he's a million air already, well that's what I like to hear, that's real talk, we all work together. Unknown and Euphrates are worth there weight in gold, his bank account will show that real soon, like this week. But right now, you can get him any kind of car he wants, heres the information to the bank that will cover for the car, buy it with cash. You think that's what's best. He is going to be one happy young man, when he hears this the excitement he could barely contain his self, from telling his son moon was already, hip that something was in the air, and he was ready to go, after breakfast. Euphrates, we can go looking for your car, what you think about that, thank you so much, they all went to the car dealership, there were cars and trucks everywhere, it was like a day at the fairgrounds, and they had found the cotton candy moon kept pulling to the left but there was nothing over there but trucks. Euphrates picked up on moons curiosity to the trucks, he wanted to go over there so checking with Euphrates, unknown let him have a little more slack on the line, and he started pulling hard, to get over there to the trucks everybody kind of fell in line behind moon, as he made it across the street to the trucks, sure enough, that's what he wanted, he was moving on down the line, looking for what he wanted, I think he...
Jones

So when he seen the needles, and then starting to draw that stuff up, he knocked the spoon over and they wasted the stuff, they both jumped on him, they had a good fight going. But he was no match for them, we all carried guns, and was thinking about shooting each other for a few weeks. He couldn't understand why they would jump on him about some dope. But he was mad as hell about the letting of his baby brother shoot that stuff. So he talked his self in to trying some of that stuff. Strong as he was, couldn't no dam dope beat me, that's what he thought. And in a few weeks, he was just another junkie, with a nice body.

Before I go on I have to tell you this, all the time and God had been at odds, he thought he didn't need God anymore and was putting something else first. Before God, and God don't play that. Now he knows it was just his hard headed ass thinking he was cunning something, and don't ever make the mistake to challenge God. Because if he lets you live, you will know the pain, put nothing before God, when he talking to you, you know, when he talking to you. He was so in love with his self, his body, that he called God out on it. It wasn't two days, that went by. That he was looking at Fice, out the business end of a 38. That went through the top of his heart, down through his lungs and out his back. He was telling to, on the way to the hospital, he knew then he wasn't going to die.

Harry B. Jones 91.
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In ten days he was out of the hospital, they said he lived because he was in such good shape, but he knew different. He lost that beautiful body. He was cut from under his arm to the middle of his chest, and his passing days were over. He don't worship nothing more than you worship God. Especially when God talking to you about following him. But he acknowledged God enough that he let him live, and kept trying to teach him. It's painful when you miss your calling.

My big brother, the seventh son that never leaves my mind for long, knowing the way of the game, there is only one way to beat it, don't mess with it. Heroin killed my brother. At that time, I could see San Quin floating to the bottom of the Pacific. I was so mad that my brother had been murdered, there that it almost ate me up. Then one day in the dark of night, I felt a presents of something up on me, and it said, follow me. I knew it wasn't god, but that's what I said, god please help me and it was gone.

Harry D. Jones, 92
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Exterior was working on a plan, of what they would be doing, she had to hide them in plain sight so she thought that a equipment shop would work for a starter, while they sharpen up these communication skills, what they need to be aware of, and how to use it things were always changing they needed to know how to use them better, they would have to train, it seemed so natural, are was it just when it needed to be, like someone else was cunning it, all she new for sure is that it worked, unknown when do you know, what I'm thinking about, I don't in tell I think about you, then I know, how about you Euphroses, about the same, when I think about you then I know, is this the way it's going to be or are we going to get stranger, I don't know but we have to keep this hid in tell we figure out how to use it for the good, that sounds like a plan to me, what we going to do about the phones, we can't sell them like this to the public, we have to sell them, on the under to very very rich people, That don't want to be Hacked, we pick them, is how it's going to work and we need another cover for our business because we want be in the phone business out front, But to stay in the electronics game we will, go with the equipment, don't surveillance.
Jones

need a license, to sell that, how you feel about that unknown, well kind of like.

The Boomerang mysterious in your own way
On your journey would you bring back
My love again your spirit can check through the hidden chambers of this Earth
I felt it in my soul talking to my heart touching the unknown
I feel like I'm A Love Potion waiting for you
to go through The Galaxys Entering all, black holes to find, My love And return it
Like the Boomerang
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Exterior said I think we all can do that, yea. But you got a job to do, finding the right rich people, that is for the right thing. Euphrates was happy about the surveillance equipment, he could learn about all the good stuff, this was going to be alright. Exterior said we could run the place off the internet, from here in the warehouse. I should have it all done in a few days. Her inquiring mind knew the questions to ask, the problem was finding the right person, she was walking by a news stand and on the front page, was a picture of a billionaires, that had just died, she had heard of this lady, and all the help she was doing for the poor, a full line of help, to people that wanted to get back on their feet, and stay there. It was a shame, she was gone. The funeral would be in a couple of days, she had two sons, and a daughter left they all participated in various charities. Exterior would be at that funeral, she would need to tell Euphrates and unknown of the plan to talk to one of the serving kids, so she needed to start researching the kids, to see which one she would talk to, the two youngest ones, were thick as thieves, they only dealt with the rich, so the oldest would be, the one he had his mothers way of $95,000.

Garry D. Jones 95.
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thinking, he didn't do a lot of broadcasting, but was good on his word, she would let unknown and Euphrates, know that they were going to a funeral and she would need them both to be with her. unknown I know you don't like to drive, but I'm going to need a uniform to do that, we'll get it and, Euphrates one to he can be in training, we need to talk to one, of the billion aires, the oldest one, I don't know how were going to do it, But it's got to happen.

Harry B. Jones 96.
Pastor: Speaking

**Christ Appears to the Disciples**

(Even **Thomas** is Present)

**The None Believing Disciple.**

*John 20:27-29*

"Then He said to Thomas,
Reach your finger here,
And look at my hands;
And reach your hand here,
And put it into my side.
Do not be unbelieving,
But believing.

28: And Thomas answered
and said to Him, "my Lord
and my God!"

29: Jesus said to him
Thomas, Because you
have **seen** Me, you have
believed. **Blessed**
Are those who have
**Not Seen** and yet
**Have Believed.**

---

Pastor: Speaking

This is why it is so **important**,
that we put this on each and everyday.
Believing is the **Backbone**, for the **Start**
And the **Finish.**

---

Harry D Jones  
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Pastor: Speaking

Specifically, today, my preference is to give some thought and speak some words about this verse. Read the whole verse when you have time.

**The whole armor of God**

**Ephesians 6:10-20**

Eph 6:10 For we do not wrestle against flesh and blood, but against **principalities**, **powers**, against the **rulers** of **darkness** of this age, against **spiritual hosts** of **wickedness** in **Heavenly** **Places**.

---

Pastor: Speaking

Now, I like to know, who I'm fighting, and that looks like a whole lot of things. I know nothing about. But I thank God that I was **hard-wired** from the start, by my **sweet mother**. It just took 59 years to take, before I was born again, yea I know how to serve the Devil. Now if you're having trouble like I was with all these **principalities**, just take your pick. But read them last three in that verse, in **Heavenly** **Places**. I know I'd have to get some help with them, and believe, let's get on down the road a little bit, we're going to get there in a minute.

---

Larry D. Jones
 Pastor: Speaking
Don't let the Lord come get you, like He came and got me. It will scare you half to death. And it was about this next verse. I have something special with this verse.

[Image]

**Matt: 7:13**

13. Enter by the narrow gate; for wide is the gate and broad is the way that leads to destruction, and there are many who go in by it. Because narrow is the gate and difficult is the way which leads to life, and there are few who find it.

---

Pastor: Speaking

Now you can hear this just about every week you come to church unless your playing on a fixed team and the cold thing. Is you didn't even know it. Are didn't care. You can serve the devil so long you don't even know right from wrong. This is about your life and the two ways we have to look forward to heaven or hell. You have to believe because it's a bottle going on. You can be on your way to hell and God will come get you off that line. If you believe and ask. I wish I had time to tell you what I experienced. what God made clear to me in my dream specifically pertained to that verse. Because that's what he said. I'll tell you another time, are you can check my Facebook page. But right now I have to get back to your sermon. So when your life is runing out of control that's the devil trying to push you on into hell. Whatever it is you're doing stop and ask for reverse on it. You have to believe it can happen. If you believe.
Pastor: Speaking
Don't overlook the facts, that the Good Lord will go into battle with You. He will help you fight your Everyday Battles to know Him.

1 Sam 17: 46-47

46: This day, the Lord will deliver you into my hand. And I will strike you and take your head from you. And this day I will give the carcasses of the Philistines, to the birds of the air and the beasts of the earth. That all the earth may know that there is a God in Israel.

47: Then all this Assembly shall know that the Lord does not save with sword and spear; for the battle is the Lord's, and He will give you into our hands.

Pastor: Speaking
That's if your hands are clean. You have to believe there is a battle going on.
And God will help you if you ask. Because you can't fight, what you don't know, so ask for some help.

To the critics and all the faultfinders. It held true then and it will hold true now. David and Goliath. Probably the greatest battle that was ever fought.

To put a point across for the ages.

Gary D Jones
100.
They had found out, as much as they could about his routine, his name was Robert. One of his many hobbies, was running. They new what he looked like. So all they had to do was, talk to him. They were on a test run, to see where they would be going, the property ran a mile each way. There was a bus stop and the park grounds, butted up together, with a big parking lot for the park. Unknown pulled in and parked, he said he was going to use the bathroom. Euphrates stepped out, and went to let Exterior out. When her foot hit the ground her attention was on this jogger coming her way, their eyes met, and that was all it took, Robert slowed to a walk, heading for the water fountain, and Exterior on his heels, she said are you Mr. Robert Williams, and he said yes, I know your mother just passed, and your going to bury her tomorrow. He was lost in her eyes, but this is business, that could be very beneficial to you, your the first and only person that has been approached with this. A phone has been invented that can't be hacked, and its storage capacity can't be matched, I know you can use this new technology, what is it going to cost me, for the kind of information you have, and need to keep people from stealing it, should be in the high millions, But I'll take three million, to set you up, How long before...
I can test what you have; when the money is in my overseas account, tough lady, what is your name. Exterior weather after your mother is buried, we can get started. They used the rest of the time to workout the phones; they were perfectly what Exterior needed to do was get the overseas accounts information ready so she could put the money there; her uncle would be happy to keep it intact. She could get her bank set up overseas so she called him and told him what she needed, and he gave her all the information she needed to have the money sent now that was all taken care of; she could get ready to seal the deal they went to the funeral.

To show their condolences, and set the meeting up by appearances for the next day again, they had along day but got what they wanted; from the funeral, they talked that night, to see if they all would have something more to add so they would all be in the same mind about this; There's first sale of a phone, for 3 million that wasn't bad, they all new it was a new day, and they would have to refer to the Bible for their guidance; In this matter,

Approved and Disapproved workers

2 Timothy 2:15-19

Be diligent to present yourself approved to God, a worker who does not need to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth. But shun
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Profane and idle babblings, for they will increase to more ungodliness. And their message will spread cancer. Hymenaeus and Philectus are of this sort who have strayed concerning the truth, saying that the resurrection is already past, and they overthrow the faith of some. Nevertheless the solid foundation of God stands, having this seal: The Lord knows those who are his, and, Let everyone who names the name of Christ depart from iniquity.

Yea we will talk about the money, and what we need to do with it, unknown said first thing we need to do is pay our tithes to a church, I know just the place that needs a donation, the meeting took place at Robert williams office. It was all business she showed him how to set up the system, and what he would need to keep nasey, people away this is full proof, he was satisfied with the phone and how it worked, knowing no one had security like he did, the money was sent and the deal was over, they both were satisfied, on the way back to the warehouse, they were feeling full of confidence and Euphrates reminded them that, it was through God's grace, that the opportunity was put in our path, and thank God, that he gave us, the insight to grab the opportunity -that came our way so let's do the right thing with this, blessing.
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they made it to the warehouse, and set down to, think.
they had already ate, so they needed to rest and take
in the days activities, that night a pone was placed
in there face, in a dream.

Looking Back
First Layer
Asking yourself why
knowing it was the way
of your world
you had to forgive
long time ago
To Keep on living
Now knowing
we'll
some of the reasons
They acted
The way they did
The Echo of
your thoughts
of child Abuse
Is the start
To a new
Civilization
The wind doesn't
Neglect
A Hole in a Rock
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why should people abuse
with neglect
standing still
the reality of abuse mixes
like the white and yoke
of an egg abuse comes in all shapes and forms
for the love
of humanity beware
of abuse because it lives and dies as we do.

At breakfast they all looked at each other and smiled, knowing they got the dream to, Del and Dawn looked at them, and said yesterday was a good day. Exterior said yes it was, and she thinks its time for Euphrates to go to the Dmv so he can get his drivers license, He had to make an appointment for the drivers test, He would do that today.
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When he would take the written test Del and Dawn would take him to get this done. The DMV was crowded as usual but nothing could take Euphrates attention away from getting to that test. In a few hours, he had done, passed the test, and got an appointment to take the drivers test. He felt real good on the way back to the warehouse, unknown and Exterior had went to the poor side of town, and checked in at a church and was waiting to talk to a pastor, Fred, weell's unknown, use to live down here, and he new Fred, for awhile, so he introduced them, and Exterior told Fred that she wanted to donate some money to the church, no tax right off just something to keep the programs, that you already have going. I just came to see who I would be donating to, unknown said you are a good man, and that's good, I'll write you a check in a few days. and they left the church, unknown said you know Exterior. I hate the opioid crisis, I would like to open up a house for the ones who need help, and call it The House. It would be a rehab for people of all the down falls that people go through in life, even a broken heart. It would be to put people back on there own two feet, so they could be the woman or man they want to be.

[Signature]
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found it. Del said, It was a big dust gray pickup truck, it looked very quieting to the observers curiosity, moon was in a full uproar to get in the truck, unknown had to hold him down, what you think Euphrates I like it, I could get alot of work did in this, unknown dropped the talegate, and picked moon up and put him in the truck bed, he started prancing up to the cab of the truck, to see if he could get over it, then looking through the window, and he cut loose, with, his howl and his eyes, unknown said we don't need to talk, for what ask moon, and he will let you know that this is your truck, as the salesman got to them, Del started talking to him, moon had jumped out the back, and was waiting to get in the trucks cab the salesman said let him in moon went to the back seat and looked through the window, then back to the passengers seat, in the front, Euphrates looked everything over, and told the salesman, let's take it for a ride, they all got in, and moon didn't like giving up shotgun, but he came in the back with everybody eals, the truck felt good to Euphrates, we hit the freeway for a few miles, turned around, and came back to the dealership to do the paper work on the truck, they had people who offered good insurance, so he could drive the truck off the lot, Del gave the dealer the information, they put a very large payment down on the truck, that put off monthly payments, for six months, all the business went well, and they were ready to go, and Del said to his son, I like spending your money, Euphrates said what are you talking about, Exterior gave the bank the ok, she told me that your a million air, he was in shock, unknown said I'll ride back with him, and try to get him, to comeback to his senses, they would follow Del back to the warehouse, Exterior and dawn were talking when everybody got back, Del was still laughing but Euphrates
had took it all in and couldn't wait to talk to Exterior, he said to her father tells me, I am a million air, and that I bought the truck with my own money, she said that's all true, you and unknown have been paid for our last job. A million apiece, for tax purposes, you need to be salaried, let's keep everything right with the IRS, now both of them looked shocked, that she enjoyed, it's time to go to work, getting two more phones ready, have we been, getting any hits about the surveillance equipment we will be, all the way up, on that in a week or two my phone is set up to take the customers orders, looking alright Euphrates said I'll catch us up, thank you Exterior, ok let's get to work on all these loose ends and find out what we need to do, unknown was thinking about the house, the ladys had no jobs, and we, me and Euphrates, would be on the move, to much to be around a computer all day but the ladys could, he would have to check into it, and see what and how to do it, he was sure it could be done, so unknown said I have to get the shell ready so Exterior can get started on the phones tonight, we have a message on the phone

Just a wealth

OF Information
Learning from our schools
Plus the streets At night
our world, life, and love
Is just A wealth of information
Our has our lifes

146

Really been Set
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Sense the posts
OF Time
Just another Source
Just a wealth of information
Should I have, To Die
For the wealth of information
Because it's all been did
IF your living, up under
Tis Sun
From Chicago's Saints
Valentine's Day
Massacre

To Firing A, gun into
An inhabitant dwelling
To the latest, Name for it all on bed ad
The Drive By
It's all been did before
Just a wealth of information
My school is important
To me, my life
And love ones
Don't want to die
Our kill, without
Learning the right
Information

Exterior said that some speaks A lot brings me closer
to you Two, and let me know, there is hope and a desire to live a
good life, Euphrates said. I don't understand it, unknown said It's for you,
when I read it my mind was stuck on you, But put me in the mind, of what
my friend told me, about the army, He said they were sitting around with
nothing to do, dropped out of school, all the older guys said, you can do one
thing our the other, I didn't want to go to jail, so he made up his mind to
go to the marine corps, the first two days went well, all the rest and thing
Then it came, That they couldn't except him, due to his prior record, that
he resented authority, and was violent, and he had been in the youth
authority, all his teen years, so he was really lost then Heartbroken, He says
He thought of god, But did not know how to state his case, he was pushed
out the house, at a very young age, sent to live, with big brothers, our cousins
and then the streets took over, So here he was again, nothing going his way
when they kicked them out of the recruiting place, it was a very rainy
night, He had no one to tell about his disappointment, It would be awhile Before
they could catch the bus home, about 40 miles, we were going to join on the
buddy buddy plan, friends so they made it to the liquor, and got a few bottles
of cheap wine and started drinking, the rain just kept coming down after
a while, He didn't even know where he was at, ace why him and nip his
friend were fighting, when he came to his senses he was drowning his
friend in a big mud puddle, what the hell got into him, But thinking back it
was the devil that had him, But it was alot of years later, Before he
saw it. That's why I'm telling you this Euphrates, He hates that, they
didn't let him serve in the arm forces, so if your going in, you better
know it, that your a lucky man, to be in them, Euphrates when you going
to do, work on the surveillance equipment, getting it ready so the girls
Can work it off the internet, let me get on the shells for Exterior 148
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that evening, they both got a good start on there projects, and by the afternoon, Exterior was happily working on the phones unknown Euphrates and moon, went to check on the House and see if the ladys wanted the job, they met Euphrates, moon was outside in the truck, unknown checked to see if everything was going alright, april said it was, with her Beatress said that it was going, that she had got her son in school not far from here, we have a business saleing surveillance equipment, we have it set up at our office, Do you think you can handle, A job right now, yes I can would be glad to work, almost anywhere how about you Beatress, yes I would unknown said, this might even help you get a real job, So he told them about it, and that it would take a few days, to get the House set up, with the internet, from the warehouse to the house, Exterior would let us talk to her friend to, get everything right, the ladys were enthused by the opportunity to get some work, the boy would be happy, about having a computer in the house, so it would come together, for the good of the house moon was ready to go, when we came out the house, Exterior unknown called and ask her if she would ask her friend, if he would set up the internet computer, at the house, To where they could show, from here the surveillance equipment she said she would give him a call she said she would be finished with the new phones tomorrow, it's all ways good, when Exterior is in a good mood, Euphrates and moon, were ready the next day, they went and got the computer, and took it to the house, unknown told april, that a man would be coming by to set it all up right and they left everything with april, you know I don't know nothing about all that secret spy stuff Euphrates, I hope Exterior or finish with the phones, so we can find the next person that suppose to have them, they made it back to the warehouse.
Exterior was working, so they left her alone so he went and talked to his mother and father, they were in a good mood, and told Euphrates that they would be going home, and he could move his room back, you have your truck, you can come home, when you get ready. I’ll keep moon with me. I’ll be down to see you in a few weeks, don’t worry. I’ll be careful when you leaving tomorrow, we’ll get a good nights rest, they went home that morning, it came to him that he needed to get moon trained all the basic commands, it would be a shame to let that nose go to waste, that meant he would have two classes, he would have to check into that Exterior was rapping her work on the phones up, she was content, did you get a message last night no, how about you, unknown no, I didn’t either, we don’t know how our contact is going to get in touch with us, when our now, it’s like that saying you just know, what you know, Euphrates locked up the dog trainers numbers, he talk to a few different trainers, he got lucky and found one, that would train moon, on the retrieving of drugs of any kind, and all kinds. It would be a 90 days class, he could visit every weekend, and moon was enrolled into school, Euphrates seen the hurt in his eyes, when he left him there, to get trained, unknown was cheating on the house to see if Exterior’s friend had come by, and hooked it all up. So he called April, she said that he was here, and stayed late into the night, and showed her how everything worked. Beatress and her son was real happy that they had a computer in the house now. Exterior was looking for the next message to come, could this be a meeting of the minds, she needed to know, Euphrates was on his way back to the were house he felt the urgency to be there, unknown had both of them on his mind. What was this, said to unknown, it might be a new beginning, Euphrates was pulling up in the drive way he was in.
Jesus

Chapter 3: Blowing in the Wind

A hurry to get to his friends, what's going on Exterior said let's get in a circle, and pray let's see if we can call the message man, they sit down, and there phones went off, and a scripture, came on the phones.

MATT 13: 47-50 Parable of the Dragnet

"Again the kingdom of heaven is like a dragnet that was cast into the sea and gathered some of every kind, "

"Which when it was full, they drew to shore; and they sat down and gathered the good into vessels, but threw the bad away. So it will be at the end of the age. The angels will come forth, separate the wicked from among the just, and cast them into the furnace of fire. There will be wailing and gnashing of teeth,"

Exterior was not happy. Because, they got the message before, they ask for it, this just's let's me know, that we are not running this show, the scripture, Parable of the Dragnet, gives us alot to think about, we need to stop fighting, and just go with it, we know it's not going to hurt us, we need to have faith, and believe let's see how far it will take us, the communication spirit, on it's terms, ok Euphrates said it's time to watch, and be more intune, with what were trying to do, unkown yea we have been chosen to do good deeds, I don't know why, but I'm glad that it's me, so intell we do now, I think were doing the right thing, and tonight in our dreams, might come the answers we need, well it's one thing we know, is that bad things can happen at anytime, you know that, That's satans job, and we have to rely on Jesus, that's our job, So he can put satan back in his place.
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they slept that night without a dream. Exterior noticed that moon wasn't around. Euphrates told them that he just new it was time to get moon trained. He is away in training, for 90 days sorry I didn't tell you. Exterior said how about some meditation this morning, it was a good ten minutes, rest but nothing eats. Exterior went to see some people. Euphrates and unknown went to check out the set up for the computer and server to the satellite gateway, to our personal computer set up, with the surveillance equipment at the warehouse, with one other server that was a Transoceanic link, with a cellular link, that will also work with a laptop computer with wireless PCCard. A handheld computer with wireless modem. A cellular telephone with internet capability, the house was in good shape now, they made it back to the warehouse. Exterior was not there yet, but the phones were going off, another message was coming.

---

one of a kind, The Ant Lion

Pastor: It was even steeper.

you was a baby, and I was

A baby, my big brother told me the only way I could go with him was if I could rap to the doodlebug, tell he came out his hole.

The Ant Lion, is an insect whose larva (young) digs a pit in sand or soil, to trap ants and other small insects for its food. The adult ant lion looks like a dragonfly. The ant lion larva is
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Often called the doodlebug,

The ant lion has a plump, hairy body. A pair of sword-shaped mandibles (jaws) extends from its narrow head. Three pairs of legs are found on its thorax (midsection). The ant lion can walk only backward.

Pastor:

larva is the early form of any animal that changes structurally when it becomes an adult; the tadpole is the larva of the frog

1 Corinthians 15:51–56

51 Behold, I tell you a mystery: we shall not all sleep, but we shall all be changed—in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the last trumpet. For the trumpet will sound, and the dead will be raised incorruptible and we shall be changed. 52 For this corruptible must put on incorruption, and this mortal must put on immortality. 53 So when this corruptible has put on incorruption, and this mortal has put on immortality, then shall be brought to pass the saying that is written: "Death is swallowed up in victory."

55 O Death where is your sting? O Hades where is your victory?

56 The sting of death is sin, and the
Strength of sin is the law. But thanks be to God, who gives us the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ.

Therefore, my beloved brethren, be steadfast, immovable, always abounding in the work of the Lord, knowing that your labor is not in vain in the Lord.

Pastor: Speaking

one of the most interesting features is that the ant lion can't stop and change his way, are his ways of surviving fast forward and just think where you would of been if you didn't change your ways, all the traps in life that were set for you, that you walked into, and came out the other side still alive, if nothing eats, your way of thinking changed, when you been through the fire, thank God you can change directions.

The ant lion usually chooses a place with dry sandy soil for its pit. It starts to work by walking backward, pushing its tail like a shovel down into the sand behind it. The sand slides up over the ant lions broad back and toward its head. By jerking its head suddenly, the ant lion throws the sand to one side. It moves in smaller and smaller circles until it reaches the center of the circle. Then it has formed
A funnel-shaped hole in the earth. This pit sometime reaches as much as 2 inches (5 centimeters) across and 1 inch 25 centimeters deep or deeper.

Pastor Speaking:

As you work at your everyday situations whatever they may be, that pit is being prepared for you; if you don't believe, nothing is happening, you will fall in the pit of life. We have been blessed, with a way out. That will show it's self, if we believe and ask for help. We as a people have to know that, you came here by yourself, and your going to leave here by yourself. Do you feel that you have to be born again. To do the right thing, well your right, we get that chance.

The ant lion traps it's prey by hiding under the sand at the bottom of the pit if an ant crawls close to the edge of the pit, the soft sand slides away under its feet, and the ant falls into the pit the ant lion then kills the ant with its jaws and sucks the juices from the ants body.
Pastor speaking:
This is a one of a kind situation, your life is one of a kind, no one tells God, how when are where, to intervene the traps of life, have been set since the post of time, when he framed this world, stay true to yourself.

Exterior said it's great that we can work together like this, yes we are truly blessed, we need to be ready, for our calling, when ever we are called, I think it's already programmed into us, that we will be ready when the time comes, yea I think you are right, so as our program goes, we have to stay alert and in toon with God, as much as possible. Tonight I hope we get a dream intervention, but if not, we push on strong, no dream intervened that night, but the sleep was well worth it, they all felt great this moring, and a message was coming through the phone.

Vision of the Lampstand and, olive Trees

ZECHARIAD 4:1-7
Now the angel who talked with me
came back and wakened me, as a
man who is wakened out of his sleep.
with me, saying, "what are these, my lord"

5 Then the angel who talked with me answered
and said to me, "Do you not know what these are?"
and I said, "No, my lord."

6 So he answered and said to me:
"This is the word of the Lord to
Zerubbabel;
Not by might nor by power, but by
my Spirit,"
says the Lord of hosts.

7 Who are you, a great mountain?
Before Zerubbabel you shall become
a plain!
and he shall bring forth the
capstone,
with shouts of "Grace, grace to it."

Exterior said it is becoming clearer and clearer to me that
we are not in control, so I'm going to try and follow better, than I been
doing, and he will show us when the time is right, she had a lunch
date with some collage friends, so she went to get ready, Euphrates
didn't feel right, moon was looking good, for the short time, that he had
been at the trainers, he looked like he was way more alert, but you
could see the love he had in his eyes for Euphrates, and unknown, He
greeted them with love, at all times he had his eyes on the trainer,
How is he doing, Euphrates said, the trainer cocked his head to
the side and said, I've never seen nothing, like it he picks up
Everything that I tried to teach him, he can be a number of things. He is very conscious with his nose, and very smart, it's like he understands what you say, he has more than 45 more days, and I've taught him all the regular things. I would like to put him through some special training, Rescue, Earthquake, mud slides, snow avalanches. I think he can do anything he is taught to do, how much more, will it cost me, nothing. To tell you the truth, I would like to buy him, I'll give you ten grand for him, thank you, but no thank you he is not for sale, they had a good visit, the trainer is a good man. But unknown told Euphrotes that he wouldn't of left mom there, not even for the free training. They checked back by the Rehab House, to see how things were, going today they didn't have no orders to fill today but the day was still young, they snatched in on the lady's and everything was fine, so they were getting back to the warehouse.

Exterior and her friends were having a good lunch, catching up on each other's life, and she was telling Exterior about another one of their friends, that had breast cancer, and that was the end, to a good lunch they all said there good-byes, and Exterior new she had to call her, and say hi, she would do this as soon as she was possible to, she used to get use to the situation of her having breast cancer, she was on her way back to the warehouse, she would have sometime, to think about all this, and talk to Euphrotes and unknown, about the way she was feeling, if they wasn't busy, when she got back to the warehouse they were there just sitting around talking, so she told them about one of her friends having breast cancer, Euphrotes said that he hated to hear about one of your friends catching cancer, unknown said the feelings that he new about cancer, is what
one of my friends told me about it, is hope you catch it early enough, that you can treat it. He said he had been down, about fifteen years, when he found himself fighting with himself about homosexuality, he had never indulged before. But in this day and time, people acted, like it was the thing to do, for him it was wrong from the start, and it's wrong now. But his body was really getting weak, he prayed about it, day and night, he had never been this weak before, that moring when he was taking a piss, he felt something unusual, when he looked at it, it looked like a sores on the side of his penis. it looked like one of them cold sores, people get on there lips, it didn't hurt, a few days went by and he told himself, that it was good that he had it on his penis, because wasn't no one going to mess with that. So all that desire he had days before, was gone. So he just lived with it, in tell he was sure that he was over the feeling, of even thinking of that homosexual stuff, it wasn't getting no bigger, it didn't have no pus leaking from it, and it didn't hurt. But it kept him from wanting to let anybody see it, or touch it, when he was sure that all the urges were over, it took about 6 months. Then he told the doctor about it, and showed him, he told the doctor that it had been there about a week, he lied, the doctor said that, they would do a biopsy, and what ever they had to do after that, the next day he was on his way to UC Davis Sacramento, where they did the biopsy, the requested services Derm - micrographic surgery, principle Diagnosis: Penile lesion squamous cell carcinoma. The medical necessity Consultant: Squamous cell carcinoma, he said that later he found out, that it was a kind of melanoma, what he didn't understand was how did a black man, that was raised with the Sun beating down his back.
all his life, to come up with a disease, that he thought only
white people get, and of all places, on his penis, that's what let him
know for sure, this was God, at work in his life. He covered him and
made it possible for him, to get through, that situation, with out
losing his penis or his faith in God.

Exterior said I can see, the faith coming through, that was one
hell of an experience, what you say Euphrates, I say we have a
message coming through

52 First Hand
He told us
That he could tell
Here his fathers young
Strong booming voice
Calling Out
Saying to his brothers
Boys pick them rows
Clean
Don't leave no cotton
on them stocks
And keep the leaves
And green, cotton balls
out your sacks
This was Kings County.
Hanford Calif. in the late
Fifties, and early Sixties
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There were miles
upon miles of
Cotton Fields
He said to them
That the constitution said
That every person has the
Right,
To defend him, or herself
In a court of law
And to be present at
Their own trial
He said, it made him think
of old times
Before day
Early in the morning
That gray misty fog
That was so close
To your face
That he could feel
Its wet touch
When the sun
Came up
And burned off
The fog
He could see through
The cotton stocks
That looked like
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trees to him
soon the sun
would grab him by
the throat
and vibrate off
his head
he said it, kind
of gave him
the same feeling as
when they recruited
a special
circuit judge
new district attorney
and, publicly, pretender
to take his case,
against his
objection
to this
which led to him being
shackled
down
to a wheel chair
and gagged
because he didn't
ask for this
public pretender
and he, had the right
To dismiss.

AT LEAST

one Judge.

They said No.

And that He.

Was being

unruly.

Because he

would not

Go along with.

There Program.

They unlocked him

from the wheel chair.

The Four Bailiffs.

Stamped him out.

And threw him in

The holding cell.

The court

classified him

To violent.

and went right on

with his trial.

Him being

ABSENTA.

That's what they called it.
Jones

He said

It reminded him

of when

He use to ride

on the

Back of his mamas

Long white, cotton Sack

Hearing her say

Boy don't be playing

with that

Johnson grass

Them long Arms

you know

will cut you

Like a Knife.

And sting, you good

All the time you

Bleeding

He said

But, even it gave

Something Back

It had little white

Balls on the

Roots

That tasted like

The old

English walnuts
It was a few weeks later, when the fruits of their labor showed its ugly face. The fix was complete. Judge, Jury, District Attorney, Public Defender. Also, Meida Included. He said in the newspaper, he read, that he had been given 52 years, and he wasn't even there. And that's the scales of justice for us. He always new the scales were a dangerous place. That's where the cotton sacks were emptied into the cotton trailers.
Jones

Everybody came through
There, to weigh there
Cotton sacks
He said
Weight was money
The trailers
Were forbidden
To play in
But they were
So much fun
You had to be careful
Not to jump
Out
To far
Into, the soft
White cotton
That the trailers
Were full of
You could, sink
Down
In the cotton
And choke
To death
That's why, you had
To jump
Out in there
And get back to
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The side
Quickly
Legs and arms
Pumping
To make it back
To the side
So you
Could climb
Back up
To jump again
Always looking and
Listening
For the call of
His father's voice
Now
Get on back
Down
That row boy
and take that
Water jug
To your mawm
And brothers
Then help them
Bring up
Them rows
Put them cotton
Piles
In the middle
of them rows
Keep the leaves
and dirt clods
out of the cotton
He said, It's been 35 years
Since he read in the
News paper.
That he had 52 years
To Do
That was in 1994
He is still getting
on down
The row of Life
Trying to Keep
It clean
Because Now
He knows
That the legal System
Is like A
Green Cotton
Ball
IF opened before
It's time
He said
It holds on
To it's
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unfinished product
like A
Suction cup
So tight
you have
To have
Something to pick
The cotton out
It's 2018 and
He
Stell, hasn't bad
His Day in
Court
He knows
This is
First Hand.